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The Supramental is a truth and its advent 1s m the very nature of
things inevitable ...

I believe the descent ef this Truth opening the way to a development of
divine consciousness here to be the final sense of the earth evolution.

SRI AUROBINDO
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PAGES FROM A JOURNAL

THE EARLY CONVERSATIONS OF SRI AUROBINDO

Compiled from the Notes of Anilbaran Roy

INTRODUCTION

Before Sri Aurobindo went into seclusion m order to carry on a yogic
spintual action by which he could prepare conditions m earth-life suitable
for establishmg the Supermmd, he used to have long conversations with his
disciples. Durmg these conversations a number of subjects were discussed
Sri Aurobindo was asked questions on almost everything under the sun
According to his old disciples, his elucidation of the various problems put
before him, whether of human life and thought, or of the practice of Yoga
and of the play of spiritual and occult forces beyond the ken of the normal
human mtelligence, always revealed the same high wisdom and spiritual
enlightenment that is apparent m his written works

Exact verbatim reports of all talks were not taken down, but some of the
disciples used to keep notes Anilbaran Roy was in the habit of writmg
down after the conversations were over most of the things that had been
discussed

It 1s true that Sr1 Aurobndo later changed hs views on some matters
to a certain extent, not so much in their fundamental truth as in their
application to life amidst the fast-changmg conditions of the world; also,
as his mastery over the world-forces increased he was led to alter some of
hus views with regard to the working of the Higher Power in the earth
consciousness. Nevertheless, the fundamental truths he had previously
expressed he did not reject but mcorporated them 1n a larger and more
complex unity

At some places the notes taken down may not capture the correct tone
of Sri Aurobmndo's expos1ton and bring out the precise shade of meaning,
or agam they may fall to catch the right turn of phrase and the immaculate
ness of the expression, makmng the philosophical formulation suffer
stylistically to some extent, but on the whole the journal does justice to the
mformal discourses Sri Aurobmdo used to give to his disciples before he went
into seclusion, and defimtely succeeds m recreating the atmosphere of that
period--an atmosphere of erudition and spiritual enlightenment, of friendsh1p
and good humour, of love and goodw11l, an atmosphere that can only be
possible among men who live together in brotherhood for the pursuit of a
hgh spiritual 1deal and look up to their God-realised leader to give them lght
and realisation.

"Synergst"
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Arulbaran Roy's political penchant is well-known among the followers
of Sri Aurobindo; especially before he Joined the Ashram, his zeal for
any kind of political work wluch would lead to India's independence was
tremendous. So when he settled down at Pondicherry, 1t was but natural
that he should frequently ask questions .on political matters to one who
had so effectively held m his hands the torch of India's Freedom and who
was now hs spiritual mentor.

Though Sri Aurobmndo sutll possessed hs old political sagesse, he
was now a different person; he saw things from a higher Truth-vision
and urged his disciples to do the same by learning to rse to a spiritual

- {

consciousness above the mmd His preoccupation was no longer with
political problems, but with estabhshing mn earth-existence the Supra
mental Truth-consc10usness he had realised, so that its · power could
permeate the whole of human fe and gradually transform 1t. Man's social
and political lfe, 'together with his other activities, was also to be re
shaped in the lght of the hgher Truth: so he discouraged in his disciples
the habit of viewing political problems from the mere mmd, but advised
them to open 1t to the light of the Supramental Truth he was bringmng
down, and allow that Truth to create the necessary forms for the
organisation of the external hfe instead of makmg ignorant and immature
mental constructions Therefore, whlst answermg Anlbaran's questons
on Indian politics he would pften humorously curb hs disciple's zeal,
and then make him see the same problem from his own higher spiritual
stand-point.

Against thus background the following conversations wall be better
understood and appreciated.

When the dISCiples had gathered as usual for the evemng talks, X
remarked· "What about your making a greater India?"

"That 1s Anlbaran's contribution," came Sr Aurobdo's reply
"But I only quoted from Nolini Kanta," protested Amlbaran.

(Anilbaran had previously referred to this matter mn a letter to someone.)
Now another disciple jomed in-"You said that yourself seven years

ago."
"But why should you look backward rather than forward?" replied

Sr Aurobindo. "Who has 'made' India that I should 'make' it greater"
People do not make a country-all their thoughts and acts are processes
m the makmg of the country. We are only trymng to brmg the Truth
down; 1f the Truth makes a greater India, that will not be pur makmg.
The Truth 1s greater than we are-we are only its instruments "

But X was not to be demed The next evenmg he again brought
the conversation round to the same subject. "But you once referred to the
making of a greater Inda when the Truth comes down," he began.
2
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"I did not say that; I thunk it was ether Anlbaran or Nol1."
"In that connection, I thmnk, you said that India would be the startmg

pomt. Are you sure of that?"
"Well, I do not make any prophecy. The conditions are favourable

here-spintuahty is ,embedded in the race and there is every likelihood
that India wll be the starting pomt. But if India neglects thus chance,
if she follows Anlbaran to the Legislative Council or the Deva Sharma,
then India's chance may be lost. Our aspiration is that the Truth may be
brought down by us, and that we become the starting point."

Then Anlbaran mqured, "Do those who practise the Supramental
Yoga help in any way the spmtual hfe of other people?"

"Of humanity, you mean?" asked Sn Aurobindo.
"Yes"
"Humanty has yet no spiritual hfe "
"But people may be brought towards spmtuality."
"Of course, when we bring down the Supramental, 1t will help to

raise humanity A spiritual atmosphere is created by our sadhana which
may draw people towards spirituality "

"Do you think that in India the atmosphere 1s more congenial for
leading a spiritual hfe than in other countries?"

"That 1s a fact."
"What 1s the reason for that?"
"It 1s due to the spiritual sadhana carried on in Inda for the last

four thousand years. Other countries also have a spiritual past-but they
have lost ;it; however, they are again coming back to it. But in India
the sadhana has gone on continuously. This does not mean that all men
in India are spmtual and that there are no spiritual men in other countries;
what is meant is that in lndia one can more easily take up the spiritual
hfe."

"Can the difficulties in the path be more easly overcome m India?"
"That is not the case For example, the Mayavada is very difficult to

be got over."
Then one day after a discussion on the current political situation

Sn Aurobindo remarked, "Politics, as I was saying, is a very dirty affair-
but unfortunately, it is a necessity '

Pointmg towards Anilbaran, a disciple observed. "He does not seem
to swallow this."

"It is for that reason that I am giving him long doses," Sr Aurobindo
replied.

Amulbaran joined m: "Tlak used to talk like that he often said
that he would have preferred to be a professor of mathematics, but that
he was compelled to take to polities as there was no one else to do this

3
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work."
"Tilak was cut out for politics. What he said about not hking

politics came from his mind, but his vital being required politics. I myself
could have sand wIth more truth than Tlak that I unwillingly took to
politics; I would have preferred, however not to be a professor but to
devote myself to poetry and mtellectual pursmts. But even in my case
that would not have been wholly true, for my vital bemg took interest in
politics which gives a certam vital satisfaction "

The next evenmg there was a general talk about different religions
when Sn Aurobmdo observed, "That has always been the case with
aggressive religions-they tend to overrun the earth.' Hmdmsm, on the
other hand, has become passrve, and therem hes the danger for 1t."

How can the passivity of the Hmdus be cured?"
"By movement and activity"
Then after one or two questions

"What is the nature of the movement
1s it going to be brought about?"

"Have you read the history of India? Take the case of Shivaji in
Maharashtra and of Pratapuditya in Bengal. During the Swadeshi move
ment all the leaders were mfluenced by ,some Guru or spiritual man. We
were influenced more by Ramakrishna and Vivekananda than by Dadabhai
Naoroji and others."

"But there s a marked difference between the nat10nal workers ot
the Swadeshi period and those at the present time," Amlbaran replied.
"The former workers drew their mspirati,on from the Gita; the present
workers have discarded the Gita and they laugh at spirituality; they
draw their mspiration from Bolshevism or from similar European
movements."

"That is the reason why they are unable to achieve much," said '
Sri Aurobmdo. "They only take the forms adopted in the previous move
ment without realismg the changed circumstances and fresh requirements
of the time"

"At present most of our workers and leaders are without any spintual
life," continued Amlbaran.

"I cannot say anything about 1drvduals," Sr Aurobndo replied,
"but the central thug in Hmduusm 1s spmrrtualty and there cannot be any
big movement without spirituality behind t "

4
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A MESSAGE ON WORK

Here, for each work given, the full strength and Grace are always

given at the same trme to do the work as 1t has to be done. If you do

not feel the strength and the Grace it proves that there is some mistake

m your attitude. The faath s lacking or you have fallen back on old tracks

and old creeds and thus you lose all receptivity.

1-10-52
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TOWARDS THE ILLIMITABLE

K. D. Setha

Each of us contains many personalities. Here
the author disengages a trend of his nature and
gives it full and sole play, letting it run to its
own extreme and find its own exclusive turn of
thought and expression. The result is a blend
of the dramatic and the personal, at once the enact

ment of a role and genuine self-disclosure.

A moment's warmth and the mbmacies of a handful can never be my
terminus. I must either possess like a God or feel the universe alien and
strive to destroy its endless multitudes by some mystical flat of my consci
ousness. If I fail, I move among men like a dusky cloud, depressmg them
and myself losmg all savour of life. Even the poet m me, whose natural
being is to discover the veins of gold embedded in dull rock, keeps drifting
wth a hstless countenance. I know that a Laght dussolving every 1per
fection lives somewhere and that I have a home m 1t whch on occasion I
attain. But the sense of not havmg attamed rt for good rs often the ve1ge
of lunacy for my wits and devours each poetic thrill as soon as rt 15 born.

Oh I am obsessed with the 1llim1table! It 1s not
only because the vs1tatons of exalted feeling are rare
that dumb blanks occur mn the history of my mmd Geat
inspiration can never be too frequent a capture-we are not
strong enough to bear and retam the glowing pressure of deep sgnficances
-we are soft and yieldmg to the downthrusts of divinity, the sublime lights
plunge through us and out of us because we hold up no sustained response
to their cry and cannot catch thell' brightness on a firm tablet of memory
If our emot1ons could stand the impact of high heaven and resound to rt
instead of answering to rhythms that are commonplace, there would he
more poetry in this world. But sometimes a most peculiar numbness de
hars me from clasping inspiration. It is not that the receptive vessel 1s
weak or the skies are empty. Reflecting that in a thousand million years
the sun will be a shrivelled ember, the earth a frozen sleep and no least stir
of even a grass-blade pierce the silence, the mnanimaton, the winter without
end and all that passion and poetry have built grandly in the spaces of
human consciousness leave not a mark on the vacuity of that distant doom
6
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I stand paralysed An utter hopelessness comes over me; no stroke. of my
pen, however delightful, seems worth the trouble of lasting for a mere thou
sand million years. Does not every phrase clam, by the superb mmagin
tion burning m 1t, an eternity of existence? Why then should I be baulked
of the Spirit's immortal right, why suffer the indignity of bemg fobbed off
wth a few paltry mllenniums when God's own termlessness 1s my drea
m all that I manifest of His creative glory? Most foolish to the practical
sense-this petulance of the dreamer 1n me, but many a page that might
have quivered mto beauty is left by it a white desert like the snow of that
inhuman epoch prophesied by Science as the tomb of all the wonder of
words poetry sets wmging through the ages.

If my work must perish and I go down the dark road even before, I
must seek after a more durable power than is granted to the poet or his
poetry Nothmg appears to me sahsfymg save the breaking of whatever
walls guard me from self-loss m the Infinite. To bear the mdifference of
the wmds and the tides, the aloof greatness of wheelmg worlds that outsoar
man's lvng, the magnificent and icy touch of the Cosmos, we must our
selves become a greatness, an immensity, a transcendence of all human heat.
But a tmy creature who has in him the power to feel the weight of mfinitude
must be mn essence an infinitude that has forgotten its own grandeur. The
tremendous gap we suffer is the oblivion of a tremendous fullness which is
our deepest life I cannot help the intuition that we are equal to the Cos
mos But we can know our own immeasurable truth only by dying to the
smallness of our ego, the littleness of the whole human race, the finitude of
all earth, the limitation of even the sun and the moon and the planets heap
ed together m a colossal bonfire. Stripped of the least attachment, we
must endeavour to become nothmg short of a pure Existence stretched
without end through space and time, free and featureless and immutable
No form, no per10d should confine us That alone is master within us,
which can stand outside each object and beyond each circumst,mce. Once
that sovereignty 1s acquured, then without harm each object and enrcum
stance can be embraced and our hfe throb with burning detals.

You must be cons1dermng my mystical megalomana the pur
suut of a majestic mirage What wll you thunk 1f I fang at
you the sublnne perversenesses of a nympholept? You will deem
me not Just revene-mfested but also a Grand Inquisitor puttmg
the human heart-beat on the rack For, I have a most difficult
confession to force out of love's delicate mouth I want lovers
everywhere to admit to themselves that all their consummations are tumul
tuous betrayers of what the wistful -eyes and the hungry hands had pro
mised Not the brief flare-up of the nerves had lifted a beacon on the
hilltop of the future to call forward love's limbs. Surely a mightier fulfil-
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ment had haunted us, mughter than flesh clinging to flesh-mightier
also than two souls hurling against flesh-barriers to become each other's
possession. Abelard, what you were looking for when Heloise came to you
was not Heloise but your own priesthood, the command of some absolute
Beauty smiling above change. That is why the barred door of your refusal
to look beyond her had to be pushed open by Fate smiting away your
genitals like an obstinate padlock! But all are not made God's eunuchs m
so crude a fashion, and their paths to Truth are cut short instead. In the
lives of those who stir with a vague superhuman trouble that wears no
familiar face, the stroke of Fate in some form or other is always in waiting.
They are beaten down from their proud kisses and the embracing ease of
their marriage-beds-down to the dust where they may learn to kneel and
worship. But if we are wise and 1f all would behold the true light behind
the surface gltter, lover should speak to lover: "Various miseries wall be
fall us, time will tear many a precious portion out of our lives, and death
may divide-who knows how early?-the touch that is our entire happi
ness. If suffer we must, smce none can escape being vulnerable clay, why
should we not turn to the Everlasting m the midst of the ephemera] and,
separated, clasp yet the Wonder where all separatons cease-not the blind
clod of death but the shadowless Spirit within, that 1s always and every
where one? There the ecstatic pain is found m which, by being cloven
apart here, we shall know the love which holds together the quintessence
of all things."

Cruel, no doubt, 1s my admonition. I myself who give 1t shudder at
times. Yet I cannot deny the Truth, for hours are there when I stand in
the presence of a Beauty and a Beatitude whose very mvisibleness has the
power to blot out the gold of our broad day. How can I wrong Thy kmg
ship, O Spirit Eternal, by forgetting those hours? I am called and called
beyond each mundane prize Whatever Thy form, Thou unknown menace
to my human heart, I love Thee. 0 sweet devouring Wideness-from
above and around and below Thou comest. Nowhere can I escape Thee
then; and at the first touch of Thy seizure of joy there is no desire left m
me to escape!

(Frst published m "The All-Ind1a Weekly")
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PROBLEMS OF INTEGRAL YOGA

The Unpublished Correspondence of Sri Aurobindo

COMPILER'S NOTE

Many letters of Sn Aurobindo have already been published
expressing his views on almost all matters concermng human
existence and explaimng the process of his Integral Yoga-the
Yoga of Supramental Transformation They have been presented
m the form of a phlosoph1cal and psychological statement of his
leadmg ideas, experience-concepts and sp1r1tually reahsed truths,
and consequently occupy an important place in the scheme of
Aurobmdoman literature The object of this Series, however,
is different-it is to present problems of Integral Yoga exactly
as they were put before Sri Aurobindo by the disciples from
time to time, together with Sri Aurobindo's comments on them
It is felt that a comp1lat1on of thus type will be a really living
document. of his teachmg and will help the reader to come to
close grips with problems of this particular Yoga

Often, the questions asked by the disciples wll not be given
when the nature of the problem discussed 1s easly understandable
from Sri Aurobmndo's reply; secondly, the letters pubbshed will
not always be m answer to particular problems-they may either
be important mJunctions given to the disciples or of a purely
mformative nature Sometimes, letters already printed in the
various journals and books of the Ashram may also be included
1f they form an important connectmg lmk in the sequence ot
questions and answers

"Synergist"

Sn Ann,bmdo's letters on his own life and sadhana were published
mn the August 1ssue. 'The same Seeton 1s continued here wIth hus letters
on the Mother The Miscellaneous Section follows as usual

SECTION A SRI AUROBINDO'S LETTERS ON THE MOTHER
8-2-34

Disc1ple Is the Mother's Gace only general
Sr Aurobmndo: Both general and special

8-2-34
DIs1pl : How Is one to recerve what she grants m general?
Sr1 Aaobmndo You have only to keep yourself open and whatever

you need and can receive at the moment will come,
*

9
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10-2-34
Disciple: Is it true that when the Mother plays on the organ she calls

down the Gods of the higher planes to help us?
Sr Aurobmndo: Not consciously.

9-2-34
Disciple: Then does it mean that they are attracted to the music and

come down?
Aurobrndo: They may be.

10-2-34
DIsciple: Does the Mother brmg down something whle playmng"
Sn Aurobindo: If she did not bring something, why should she play

at all?
19-4-34

It 1s not altogether the way-If the mind is active it 1s more difficult
to become aware of what the Mother is bringing. It is not thoughts she
brings, but the higher hght, force etc.

* * *
22-3-34

It is the Mother's busmess. She alone can say what is the right way
to deal wath people. If she were to deal with people only according to
their defects, there would be hardly half a dozen people left in the Ashram.

* * *
19-4-35

The Mother's ser1ousnoss (at Pranam) 1s due to some absorption in
some work she is doing or very often to some strong attack of hostile forces
in the atmosphere.

In the evening the Mother brings down the silence, but not the silence
only-also the power for transformat10n. But as calm and silence are the
first requisite for transformation, you felt that.

* *
It is only if one can feel the mward touch of the Mother without the

necessity of the physical contact that the true value of the latter can be
really active. Otherwise there 1s a danger of its becoming like a mere
artificial stimulant or a puting of vital force from her for one's own benefit.
2-3-37

* * $

If they are so dependent on the physical touch that they cannot feel
anything when 1t 1s not there, this means that they have not used it at all
10
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for developing the inner connection, 1f they had, the inner connection after
so many years would already be there. The inner connection can only be
developed by an inner concentration and aspiration, not by a mere outward
pranam every day. What most people do is simply to pull vital force from
the Mother and live on it-but that is not the object of the Pranam.
4-3-37

* *
Pulling 1s a psychological actpeople are always pulling vtal force

from each other though they do not do it consciously, i.e., with a purpose
in the mind-it is instinctive m the vital to draw force from wherever it
can. All contact is in fact a recervmng and giving of vital forces m a small
or great degree. You have yourself said that after meetmg such and such
person you felt empty and exhausted-that means the person drew your
vital force out of you. That is what people do at Pranam, instead of beg
quiet and receptive, they pull vitally. It can be stopped by cutting off
connection, but 1f the Mother did that at Pranam, then the Pranam vould
be useless.
5-3-37

* * *

SECTION B· MISCELLANEOUS LETTERS

TWO VISIONS

Anlbaran. Durmg meditation thus evening X saw a child coming out
of his lower abdomen and makmg pranam to you I explamed that the
lower vital m him was commg under the influence of the Psyche. He asks
me to write to you about it for an explanation.

Sri Aurobindo. Yes, your explanation was correct. 12-8-35
* *

Anlbaran: X writes about a vis1on hus wife saw, and asks whether 1t
has any sigmfi.cance for them. I am sending his letter.*

Sri Aurobindo: These visions are mdications of some force at work
which passes through the field of the consciousness or perhaps touches 1t
or 1s at work upon 1t. Laghts and colour indicate forces-when formed
hke that, it means a formed force at work. Pale blue indicates probably
the Sri Krishna light; the meanmg of red depends on the exact shade, for
there are many red lghts each with a different significance. It 1s how
ever only when the lght descends or acts on the consciousness that such
things assume a dynamic importance. 11-5-36.

Unfortunately, thus letten 1s mussing from Anilbaran's collection. Therefore It
1s not mcluded here-Compiler

11
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On receiving this reply Anilbaran wrote back: ""The red which X's
wife saw in her vson was lke the inner part of fire when it 1s burning
well. What does it signity?"

Sn Aurobindo·
itself.

If it was fire-red, it may have been the Agni-force
23-5-36.

A DREAM EXPERIENCE

Disciple Mother, two days back, on the mght I wrote to you last, I
saw a peculiar dream; peculiar because 1t was very much like a real hap
penmg. I dreamt that it was a darshan day and that I came late for
Pranam. When I came, three letters were Just going to be sent to me.
one from You, one from Sr Aurobndo and the other from C informing
me about Your letters to my enquiry. I took the letters and kept them
with me whle making Pranam I prostrated myself at the feet of Sri
Aurobmdo who was very glad to see me He blessed me with two hands
very lovingly. Then I dud the same at Your feet; You were watching
me very affect10nately-You too gave me Your blessmgs You looked full
of Joy, and I received inexpressible JOY and peace from Your blessings.

I interpret the dream as the psychic influence of Your presence and
blessngs, felt through my phys1co-vital. Mother, am I right?

Sri Aurobindo: It was evidently a contact on the vital-physical plane
or the subtle-physical which is so close to the :r:;hysical that the effects last
afterwards.

t2



THE SADHANA OF SRI AUROBINDO'S YOGA
COMPILER'S NOTE

I recent years Sri Aurobmdo's teaching and his Ashram at
Pondicherry have attracted a great deal of attention. People from
Ind1a as well as abroad who vusit this spiritual centre are greatly
impressed by 1ts numerous activities and by the perfect orgam
sat1on of the collective life of its seven hundred and fifty
residents Nevertheless, many of them, though they appreciate
the outer side of the Ashram lfe, find it difficult to understand in
what way exactly the actual sadhana of the Integral Yoga is
done; m the absence of a set form of disciplme which they can
see being followed by all ahke, they are unable to have a clear
grasp of the mner yogre lfe of the sadhaks and their spiritual
development.

It is therefore felt that an account of typical day-to-day
sadhana of different disciples written by themselves and
pubhsned in the form of a diary, will greatly help people to
have an ms1ght mto the working of the mner hfe of the Ashram

The account published below is entitled· My Sadhana with the
Mother. This account is all the more mteresting and valuable
because under each statement there is Sn Aurobindo's comment
often bref, but always 1llummating. As the reader will go
through it, he will understand, apart from other things, the
extremely important part played by the Mother m Sri Aurobmndo's
Yoga of Transformation, and how She and Sri Aurobindo have
established a spiritual poise by which they act together on the
sadhaks. He will also begm to realise how this Yoga cannot
be done and followed to its logical consummation by one's own
efforts, but only through the Mother

"Synergist"

MY SADHANA WITH THE MOTHER

BY" AB"

THE KNOWLEDGE AND THE RISING OF THE EGO

April, 1935
AB It is true that when one crosses the border of the mind and

lves over the head, the word "difficulty" exists no more for hum. For the
host le or the lower forces cannot touch the hugher planes wheh are the
Mother's.

Sr1 Aurobndo. From the hgher mind upwards all is free from the
action of 'the hostile forces. For they all belong to the spiritual consc10us
ness though with varymg degrees of light and power and completeness.

13
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AB. Till recently, it was I who used to enter into the Mother's
consciousness and lve in 1t Now, it seems as 1f She 1s beginning to
come into me and be with me all the time.

Sn Aurobmdo. It 1s the next thing that must be perfected.
AB. I think the sadhaks should be satisfied with descnbmg what

happens in their sadhana, and have no demands regardmg the answers they
receive from you. To ask questions urged by the vital ego will only
disturb the sadhana

S.A. It 1s so mdeed because 1t is then mid and vital that put the
question and the ego 1s always wantmg to make use of the answer or the
mental ignorance to distort it.

AB So many are stall burdened wth dufculties, depression and
attacks. This happens, I suppose, because many of them try to seek union
wIth the Mother through Her most mater1al part--the physeal being.
They seem to be seekmg more and more for Her physical nearness, touch,
presence, etc But the fact 1s that the union of the consciousness wth Her
physical Self will be actually the last m our sadhana.

Sri Aurobmdo. Qmte right To live mns1de 1s the first principle of
spiritual life and from ms1de to reshape the physical existence But so
many mns1st on remamnmng mn the external and then relat1on wth the Mother
is governed by the ordinary reactions of the external unspm1tualsed nature

AB. During the morning Pranam, the Mother gave me a flower
signifying "the psychological perfect1on " You know that 1t 1s a flower
with five petals, but what I received had six petals' The five petals mean.
love, bhakti, surrender, sincerity and faith what should I understand by
the sixth petal?

Sri Aurobmdo. The five are purity (not love), devotion, etc. The sixth
is steadfastness (stab1hty, etc ) .

AB An mcreasmg muteness spreads all over me I see that the
mhabitants of the reg10n through which I am passmg have silence as
their speech. Here one does not need to take a plunge mto stillness but
rather the stillness plunges mto one1 What shall one pray £or smce even
the knowledge 1s suspended here 1

It 1s an entire absorption mto the Mother's eternal and mfimte Peace
and Silence. Once 1t 1s entered one forgets who one 1s To thmk of leaving
this plane even for a second would be torture

It is a known fact that some gettmg mto this plane found it or rather
'took it to be so high and absolute that they never dreamt of gomg beyond
it. But it is only the first of the spiritual planes I must confess that it
does not contam Peace, Bliss and Freedom m unlimited quantity These
seem, at least to our human mmd, so supreme and profound and utterly
intoxicating that 1t is not surprising that some people should be satisfied
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to remain eternally plunged m them
Sn Aurobmdo. It was the goal for most Yogms, but for us it is the

beginning and bas1s. For it 1s the state of spiritual lberat1on which was
all they wanted.

AB. Every evening brings a strong vodness-shama. I suppose, it
1s meant as a preparation for my reception of what the Mother brmngs
down durg the might Meditation

Sri Aurobdo Yes
AB. I received some sort of mtmmat1on from within that the Mother

is working directly from the supramentalsed Overmind, and that it is its
direct Power that works at present mn the Ashram-at least in some
sadhakas. Is it not true?

Sri Aurobmdo. There is some of truth m that, but t 1s only a
begmning.

AB. A suggest10n tells me that, at least for some time I should write
to You as little as possible and devote more time to the deeper medita
tions.

Sri Aurobindo. To write Is necessary but 1t 1s not necessary to wrte
much A little is sufficienl at present.

AB. I am glad to know that you don't thmk 1t necessary for me tu
write much, but then the difficulty 1s, how shall I brmg down the higher
knowledge? You know that it is only whlst wrtmg that I open myself
to 1ts descent.

Sri Aurobindo. I suggest "a httle" only m case you find rt d1fficul1., as
you said, to write owmg to the pressure of the silence But 1f thmgs come,
there is no reason to stop them

AB. Will you please let me know why You write, "You are nght",
etc, to what I put down. m my letters? It is not really I who wrte;
whatever good You find m my correspondence rs, as you well know, from
the Mother's Knowledge. I, a beggar of the road, what could I know or
write!

Sr Aurobmndo I cannot write "Mother is nght." When I say, you
are right, it is understood that the "you" gets its knowledge from the
Mother.

AB. I notice that sometimes m order not to send my letters back
without somethmg of Yourself, through love and kindness for me You
make some remark on them even when such a remark is not really
required. But I feel that 'this is not really necessary After reading the
letters if You draw a small hne at the end it will be sufficient to give
me the indication that 'they have not come back without Your reading
them, as it sometimes happens

In the original the word "Yes" 1s underlined-Compiler.
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Sri Aurobmdo Very well.
A.B. When I suggested about drawng a lme, I had thought that it

would be ,possible for me to impose a complete surrender on my outer
being Since three days I have been trying to do 1t

The outer nature 1s losmg all interest and joy in responding to the
higher knowledge It says, 1t 1s no use spendmg tmme mn brmngmg down
the higher knowledge, 1t has now no value (as You don't put Your com
ments on 1what I wnte) How am I to know that all I ,vr1te 1s from the
hugher source without Your written approval, for 1t could be a mixture of
my own mmd or of some non-sp1ntual planes?

Sn Aurobmdo All these suggestions are absolutely absurd. It is
the ego r1sing up agam and wantg to be patted on the back and told how
clever it 1s and how much knowledge 1t 1s getting (Sr Aurobmndo then
pomted out to me that smce I was aware that the knowledge I received
was the Mother's, he saw no necessity m makmg any comments; however,
he added that if the knowledge got mixed with the constructions of my own
mind, he would mducate the defects) If there 1s none (mixture) why
should I put in unnece55ary approvmg comments on it? It was your own
psyche that made you suggest putting the line so as to get rid of the
remnant of old ego that was sec1etly ±eedmg on my comments, and 1t was
to help m that that I kept silence

If there 1s anything to say, you can trust m me to say 1t-1f there
is no 'remark called for, you should leave me free to keep silence. That

I
1s the rule I keep always with those who have advanced sufficiently
not to need mental encouragement or explanations at every step. It seems
to me that you have advanced far enough for that also
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THE FUTURE POETRY
Sri Aurobindo

(11)

THE COURSE OF ENGLISH POETRY

(3)

The Elizabethan drama 1s an express1on of the stir of the hfe-sp1nt, at
1ts best 1t 1s a great or strong, buoyant or ch or beautiful, passionately
excessive or gloomily tenebrous force of vital poetry The rest of the utter
ance of the time 1s full of the lyr1c Joy, sweetness or emot1on or moved and
coloured self-description of the same spirit There s much mn 1t of curious
and delighted thmkmg, but little of a high and firm intellectual value Cul
ture 1s stull m its unagmahve childhood and the thmkmg mmd rather works
for the cunos1ty and beauty of thought and even more fo the cur1osty and
beauty of the mere express1on of thought than for 1ts lght and 1ts v1s1on
The poetry which comes out of this mood 1s lkely to have great charm and
1magnatrve, emotional or descriptrve appeal, but may very well miss that
depth of profounder substance and that self-possessmg plemtude of form
which are the other charactenst1cs of a rounded artistic creat10n Beauty
of poetical express10n abounds m an unstmted measure, but for the music
of a deeper spur1t or hgher significance we have to want, the attempt at 1t
we get, but not often all the success of 1ts presence

Spenser, the poet of second magmtude of the time, gives us m his work
tins beauty m its fullest abundance but also the limited measure of th1s
deeper but not quite successful endeavour The Faer>e Qneene 1s mdeed
a poem of unfaili_ng imagmative charm and its two openmg cantos ale ex
qms1te m execution, a stream of lquud harmony, of curiously opulent yet
finely tempered description, ot flmd poetical phrase and mmutely seen
image-for these are Spenser's constant gifts. the native form of hs genus
which displays more of descnptive v1s10n than of the larger creative power
or narrative force,-they work out an m5pired idea, a little too much lost
in detaul and m the duffus1on of a wealthy prolxty but stall holding well
together its rather difficult and entanglmg burden of symbols and forms and
achievmg m the end some accomplished totality of fine poetic effect. But
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1f we look at the poem as a whole, the effect intended fails, not because it
happened to be left unfinished, nor even because the power in it is not
equally sustamed and is too evidently running thinner and thinner as 1t
proceeds, but because 1t could not have come to a successful complet10n.
Kaldasa's Brth of the War-God was left unfirnshed, or firnshed by a very
inferior hand, yet even in the fragment there is already a masterly totality
of effect; there is the sense of a great and admirable design. Vergil's
Aened, though m a way finished, did not receive those last touches which
sometimes make all the difference between perfect10n and the approach to
it, and we feel too, not a failure of art,-for that is a defect which could
never be alleged against Vergl,-but a relative thinning of the supporting
power and inspiraton Stull the consummate artiste intelligence of the
poet has been so steadily at work, so complete from the very inception, it
has so thought out and harmonised its idea from the beginning that a fine
and firm total effect is still given. But here there is a defect of the artistic
intellect, a vice or insufficiency in its original power of harmomsing con
struction, characteristic of the Elizabethan, almost of the English mind.

Spenser's intent10n seems to have been to combine in his own way the
success of Ariosto with the success of Dante Hus work was to have been
a rich and beautiful romance and at the same tune a great interpretation by
image and symbol, not here of the spiritual but of the ethical meaning of
human life. A faery-tale and an ethical symbol in one 1s his conception of
has artistic task. That 1s a kmnd of combination difficult enough to execute,
but capable of a great and beautiful effect in a master hand; it had been
achieved with supreme success by Homer and Valmk1. But the Eliza
bethan intellectual direct1on runs always towards conceit and curous com
plication and it is unable to follow an idea for the sake of what is essential
in it, but tangles it up in all sorts of turns and accessories, seizmg on all
manner of disparates it tends to throw them together without any real
fusion. Spenser in his idea and its execution fell a victim to all these
defects of the mtelligence. He has taken his intellectual scheme from his
He1lenism, the virtues to be figured m typical human beings, but dressed
it up with the obvious mediaeval ingenuity of the allegory. Nor is he
satisfied with a simple combinat10n; the turn of the allegory must be at
once ethical, ecclesiastical and political in one fell complexity, his witch
of Faery-land represents Falsehood, the Roman Catholic Church and Mary
Queen of Scots m an irritating jumble. The subject of a poem of this
kind has to be the struggle of the powers of good and evil, but the human
figures through whom 1t works out to its issues, cannot be merely the
good or the evil, this or that virtue or vice, but must stand for them as
their expressive opportunity of hfe, not as their allegorical body. That
18
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is how Homer and Valmiki work out their idea. Spenser, a great poet,
is not blind to this elementary condition, but his tangled skein of allegory
continually hampers the sounder conception and the interpretative
narrat10n works itself through the maze of its distract10ns which we are
obliged to accept, not £or their own interest or living force and appeal,
but £or the beauty of the poetic expression and description to which they
give occasion.

Besides this fault of the initial conception, there are defects in the
execution. After a time at least the virtues and vces altogether lose their
way in faery-land or they become mustly vague and negligible which is,
but considermg the idea of the poem ought not to be, a great relief to
the reader. We are content to read the poem or, still better, each canto
apart as a romance and leave the meanmg to take care of 1tself,-what
was intended as a great ethical interpretative poem of the human soul,
as a series of romantic descriptions and incidents. We see where the
defect is when we make a comparison with the two other greater poems
which had a smmlar intent1on. The Odyssey is a battle of human will and
character supported by drvne power agamst evil men and wrathful gods
and adverse circumstance and the deaf opposition of the elements, whose
scenes move wth an easy mevtablty between the lands of romance and
the romance of actual human lfe, losmg nowhere in the wealth of incident
and description ether the harmonising aesthete colour or the simple
central idea. The Ramayana too is made up of first materials which
belong to the world of faery romance, but, transformed mto an epic
greatness, they support easily a grand10se picture of the struggle of
incarnate God and Titan, of a human culture expressing the highest order
and range of ethical values with a reign of embattled anarchic force,
ego1st1e violence and domination and lawless self-assert1on. 'The whole is
of a piece and even in its enormous length and protracted detail there
1s a victorous simplerty, largeness and unity. The Englsh poet loses
himself mn the outward, in romantic mcident and descript10n pursued by
his imagination for their own sake. His idea is often too much and too
visibly expressed, yet in the end finds no successful expression. Instead
of relying upon the force of his deeper poetic idea to sustain him, he
depends on intellectual device and parades his machinery. The thread of
connection is wandering and confused. He achieves a diffuse and richly
confused perplexity, not a unity.

These are the natural lmutatons of the Elizabethan age, and we have
to note them with what may seem at first a disproportionate emphasis,
because they are the key to the immediately followmg react10n of English
poetry with its turn m Milton towards a severe and serious intellectual
effort and discipline and its fall in Dryden and Pope to a manner which
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got away from the most promment defects of the Elizabethan mmd at
the price of a loss of all its great powers. English poetry before Milton
had not passed through any traming of the poetic and artistic mtelhgence;
it had aboundmg energy and power, but no self-d1sc1plme of the idea.
Except in Shakespeare it fails to construct, 1t at once loses and finds
itself ma luxurious mdulgence of its power, follows with a loose sweetness
or a vehement buoyancy all its impulses good, bad or md1fferent. Still
what 1t does ach1eve 1s unique and often superlative 111 its kind It achieves
an unsurpassed splendour of mmagmnatve vtalty, vas1on of the lfe spur1t,
and also an unsurpassed 1tensity of poeteal expression, lfe venting
1tself mn speech, pourmg its lyric emotion, its 111hmate and mtmtive
description of 1tself in passionate detanl, thmnkmg aloud m a native
utterance of poetry packed with expressive image or fehc1tous 111
directness There 1s no other poetry which has m at all the 'lame degree
this achevement

Ths poetry 1s then great 111 achievement w1th111 the hm1ts of its method
and substance, but that substance and method belong to the second step
ol the psychological gradations by which poetry becomes a more and more
profound and subtle mstrument of the selt-express1on of the spirit m man
English poetry I have remarked, follows the grades of this ascension with
a '>mgular fidelity of sequence At first 1t was satisfied with only a primary
,;;uperficial response to the most exte1nal appearances of hfe, its visible
figures, medents, primary feelings and characteristics, to mirror these
thmgs clearly, Justly, with a certam harmony of selection and a just
:,uffic1ent transmutat10n m the personality and aesthetic temperament 1s
enough for this earlier type of poetry, all the m01e easily satisfied because
everything 1s fresh, interesting, stmmulatmg, and the liveliness of the poetic
impress10n replaces the necessity of subtlety or depth. Great poetry can
be written m early times with thus as 1ts substantial method, but not
afterwards when the race mmd has begun to make an mtenser and more
mward response to hfe. It then becomes the resort of a secondary
inspiraton which 1s unable to rse to the full heights of poetic possblty;
or else th1s external method stall persists as part ot the outward manner
of a more subJectve creat10n, but with a demand for more heightened
effects and a more penetratmg express10n.

This 1s what has happened m the Elizabethan age The external
tendency still persists, but 1t 1s no longer sufficient. Where 1t 1s most
preserved, 1t still demands a more vehement response, strong colours,
violent passions, exaggerated figures, out-ot-the-way or crowding events
Lafe 1s stall the Muse of 1ts poetry, but 1t 1s a Lafe which demands
to feel itself more and 1s knockmg at the gates of the deeper subJecbve
being. And in all the best work of the time it has already got there, not
20
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very deep, but still enough to be mitially subJective. Whatever Shake
speare may suggest,-a poet's critical theories are not always a just clue
to hs mspraton,at 1s not the holding up of a mirror to hfe and Nature,
but a moved and excited reception and evocation Life throws its
1mpress10ns, but what seizes upon them is a greater and deeper life-power
mn the poet which is not satisfied with mirrormg or Just beautifully respond
ing, but begms to throw up at once around them its own r1ch matter of
bemg and so ceates something new, more personal, mtmmate, fuller of
an inner vus1on, emotion, pass1on ot self-express1on. Ths 1s the source of
the new ntensty, 1t 1s ths impulse towards an utterance of the creative
hfe-power wthm whch drives towards the dramate form and acts with
such unexampled power mn Shakespeare, at another extremity of the
Eh7abethan mind, in Spenser, it gets farther away from the actuality ot
lfe and takes 1ts 1press1ons as hits only for a purely 1agmnatrve
creat10n which has an aim at thmgs symbolc, otherwise revelatory,
deeper down in the soul itself, and shadows them out through the magic
of romance 1f 1t cannot yet intunately seize and express them. Still even
there the method of the utterance, if not altogether its aim, is the voice
ot Lafe hftmng 1tself out mto waves of word and colour and 1age and
sheer beauty of sound Imagination, thought, vision work with the
emotumal life-mind as their mstrument or rather in it as a medium,
accepted as the form and force of their being

Great poetry is the result, but there are other powers of the human
mind which have not yet been mastered, and to get at these is the next
1mmdate step of English poetry The way it follows is to bring forward
the mtellect as its chief mstrument, the thought-mind no longer carried
along in the wave of life, but detaching itself from t to observe and reflect
upon 1t We have at first an intermediate manner, that of Milton's early
work and of the Carolean poets, 1 which the Elizabethan impulse
p1 olongs 1tself but is fading away under the stress of an mcreasmg
intellectualty Ths r1ses on one sde into the ripened classical perfection
of Milton, falls away on the other through Waller mto the react10n m
Dryden and Pope.
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Sri Aurohindo
A large numher of writings on Kalidasa by Sri
Aurobindo were found among his manuscripts.
They are not exactly finished articles but elaborated
notes made by him during his stay at Baroda. They
will soon be brought out in book-form A section
of these acute and brilliant appraisals is published

below for the first time.

The prose of Kahdasa's dialogue 1s the most unpretentious and
admirable prose m Sansknt literature; it is perfectly simple, easy n pitch
and natural m tone with a shmmg, smilmg, npplmg lucidity, a soft carol
ling gait like a little girl runnmg along m a meadow and smlng back at
you as she goes. There 1s the true image of it, a quuet Englsh meadow
with wild flowers on a bright summer mornmg, breezes abroad, the smell
of hay mn the neighbourhood, honeysuckle on the bank, hedges full of
convolvuluses or wild roses, a ditch on one side with cress or forget-me
nots and nothing pronounced or poignant except perhaps a stray whiff
of meadow-sweet from a distance. 'Thus admrable unobtrusive charm
and just observed music (Coleridge) makes it run easily into verse in
English. In translating one has at first some vague idea of reproducing
the form as well as the spirit of the Sanskrit, rendering verse stanza by
verse stanza and prose movement by prose movement. But it will soon be
discovered that except m the talk of the buffoon and not always then
Kaldasa's prose never evokes its Just echo, never finds its answering
pitch, tone or quality mn Englsh prose. 'The impress1on 1t creates is in no
way different from Shakespeare's verse taken anywhere at its easiest and
sweetesfl'

Your lord does know my mnd: I cannot love hm:
Yet I suppose ham vrtuous, cnou hm noble,
Of great estate, of fresh and stainless youth;
I voces well dvulged, free, learned and valant;
And in dimension and in shape of nature
A gracious person; but yet 1 cannot love him.
He might have took his answer long ago.

Twelfth Night-Act I, Sc. V
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Or agam, stall more close in 1ts subtle and telling smphety:
Ol. What is your parentage?
Vi Above my fortunes, yet my state is well.

I am a gentleman.
01 Get you to your lord,

I cannot love him; let him send no more,
Unless perchance you came to me agan
To tell me how he takes t

There is absolutely no difference between this and the prose of Kalidasa,
since even the absence of metre is compensated by the natural majesty,
grace and rhythmic euphony of the Sanskrit language and the sweet
seriousness and lucid effectiveness it naturally wears when it is not
tortured for effects.

Pururavas 1s the poet's second study of kmghood, he differs
substantially from gnmmrtra. The latter s a prmce, a soldier and man
of the world yielding by the way to the allurements of beauty, but not
preoccupied with passion, the sub-title of the piece might be, in a more
Innocent sense than Vtor Hugo's, La Ro S'amuse He 1s the mirror of a
courteous and self-possessed gentleman, full of mildness and grace, princely
tact, savor fare, Indulgent kindness, yet energete withal and quietly
resolute mn his pleasure as well as m his serious affairs. "Ah, Sire," says
Dharie with sharp Irony, "If you only showed as much diplomatic skill
and savor fare in the affanrs of your kingdom, what a good thung it would
be." But one feels that these are precisely the gifts he would show in
all his action, that the innocently unscrupulous and quite delightful tact
and diplomacy with which he pursues his love-affair IS but the mirror of
the methods he pursued in domestic politics We see mn hmm the typical
and ideal king of an age hedomstic, poetic, worldly but withal heroic and
capable. Pururavas is made of very different material He is a king and
a hero, a man of high social and prmcely virtues, otherwise Kaldasa
would not have taken the trouble to depict him; but these qualities are
lke splendid robes which his nature has put on, and which have become
so natural to him that he cannot put them off if he would, they are not
the naked essential man The fundamental Pururavas IS not the king
and the hero but the poet and lover. The poet on a throne has been the
theme of Shakespeare in his Richard II and of Renan mn his Antichrist;
and from these two great studies we can realise the European view of the
phenomenon. To the European mind the meetmng of poet and king in one
man wears always the appearance of an anomaly, a misplacement, the
very qualities which have fitted him to be a poet unfit him to rule. A
mastering egotism becomes the mamspring of the poetic temperament so
placed; the imagination of the man is centred in himself, and the realm
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and people whose destines are m hus hands, seem to him to be created
only to mmster to hs mngenous or soarmg fancies and hs dramatic, ep1c
or 1dealst1c sense of what should be; his mtellect lives m a poetic world
of its own and thmks m tropes and figures mstead of grapplmg with the
concrete facts of the world hence he 1s unfitted for action and once
absolute power 1s out of his hands, once he 1s no longe1 able to arrange
men and events to hus hkmng as 1f he were a dramatist manoeuvring the
creatures of hs bram but 1s called upon to measure his will and ability
against others, he fauls and hs falure leads to trage Issues, for he
persists m attemptmg to weave his own imagmahons mto life, he will
not see facts; he wll not recognize the inexorable loge of events Hence,
though not necessarily a coward, though often a man of real courage and
even ablty, he plays the part of an mncompetent or a weakling or both.
Moreover, he tends to become a tyrant, to lose moral perspective and often
all sense of proport10n and sanity, for he regards himself as the centre
of a great drama, and to all who will not play the part he assigns them
or satisfy his emot10nal needs and impulses, to all who get 111 the way of
his 1magmahve egotism he becomes savage and cruel, his rage when a
word of this life-drama 1s m1&pronounced or a part 1ll-stud1ed or a
concept1on not compled with 1s a magnified reflect1on of the vexat1on
felt by a dramatist at a similar contretemps m the performance of his
darlmg piece, and unfortunately unlike the playwright he has the power
to vent bus mnd1gnat1on on the luckless offenders m a fashion only too
effective The last end of the poet-kmg 1s almost always tragic, the
mad-house the prison, smcide, exile or the dagger of the assassm It must
be admitted that this dramatic picture largely reflects the facts of history
Vie know some instances of poet-kmgs m history, Nero and Ludwig of
Bavaria were extreme mstances, but we have a far more mterestmg
because typical series m the history of the British Isles The Stuarts
were a race of born poets whom the irony of their fate insisted upon
placing one after the other upon a throne, with the smgle exception of
Charles II (James VI was a pedant, which for practical purposes 1s as
bad as a poet) they were all men of an imagmnatve temper, artistic tastes
or impossible ideals and the best of them had m a most wonderful degree
the poet's faculty of mmpartmng thus enthusiasm to others. The terrible
fate which dogged them was no myster10us doom of the Atrdae, but the
natural inexorable result of the mcompatib1hty between their temperament
and their pos1t10n. Charles II was the only capable man of his lme, the
only one who set before him a worldly and unideal aim and recognised
facts and usmg the only possible ways and means quuetly and patiently
accomplished it The first James had some practical energy, but it was
marred by the political idealism, the disregard of a wise opportunism, and
the tyranmcal seventy towards those who thwarted him which distinguish-
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ed his whole dreamy, fascmatmg and utterly unpractical race. Nor is the
type wanting in Indian History. Sriharsha of Cashmere in the pages
of Kalhana affords a most typical picture of the same unhappy tempera
ment. It is interesting therefore to see how Kalidasa dealt with a similar
character.

To our surprise we find that the Hindu poet does not associate in

competence, failure and tragedy with thus mmage of the poet-king; on
the contrary, Pururavas 1s a Great Emperor, well-loved of his people,
an unconquered hero, the valued ally of the Gods, successful in empire,
successful in war, successful in love. Was then Kalidasa at fault in his
knowledge of the world and of human nature? Such a solution would
be inconsistent wIth all we know of the poet's genius as shown in his
other works The truth is that Kalidasa simply gives us the other side
of the shield. It is not an mvanable law of human nature that the poetic
temperament should be, by its temperament, absolutely unfitted for
practical action and regal power. Nero and Charles I were artistic tem
peraments cursed with the doom of kingship. But Alexander of Macedon
and Napoleon Buonaparte were poets on a throne, and the part they
played m history was not that of incompetents and weaklings. There are
times when Nature gifts the poetic temperament with a peculiar grasp of
the conditions of action and an irresistible tendency to create their poems
not m ink and on paper, but mn lvng characters and on the great canvas
of the world; such men become portents and wonders, whom posterity
admires or hates but can only imperfectly understand. Like Joan of Arc
or Mazzm1 and Garibaldi, they save a dying nation, or hke Napoleon
and Alexander they dominate a world. They are only possible because
they only get full scope mn races which unute with an ardent and heroic
temperament a keen susceptib1hty to poetry in life, idealism and hero
worship Now the Hmdus, before the fibre of their temperament had
been loosened by hedonistic matenahsm on the one side and Buddhistic
1mpracticabihty on the other, were not only the most ardent and idealistic
race m the world, the most ready to put prose behind them, the most
dominated by thought and 1aginaton, but also one of the most hero1c,
and they still preserved much of this ancient temper in the days of
Kahdasa It was only natural therefore that the national dramatist
in representmg the great legendary founder of the Kurus as of the poet
emperor type, should mould him of stronger make and material and not
as one of the beautiful porcelain vessels that are broken. Yet always,
even when gfted w1th the most extraordmary practical abltes, the
poetic temperament remains itself and keeps a flaw of weakness in the
heart of its strength. The temperaments of Alexander and Napoleon were
both marked by megalomama, ggantc imaginations, impossible ideals;
though not wantonly cruel or tyrannical, they at times showed a singular'
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insensibility to moral restraints and the demands of generous and humane
feeling; especially in times of abnormal excitement or temporary
mdulgence of their passions, the birth-mark came out and showed itself
in acts of often insane tyranny. This was especially the case with
Alexander; but Napeoleon was not free from the same taint. Alexander,
we know, strove consciously to mould his life into an Iliad; Napoleon
regarded his as a Titanic epic and when facts would not fit in ideally with
his conception of himself as its great protagonist, he would alter and
falsify them with as httle scruple as a dramatist would feel in dealing
licentiously with the facts of history. All men of this type, moreover, show
a strange, visionary impracticability in the midst of ther practical energy
and success, make huge miscalculations and refuse to receive correction,
insist that facts shall mould themselves according to their own imagina
tio~ and are usually dominated by an unconquerable egoism or self
absorption which is not necessarily base or selfish. Their success seems
as much the result of a favouring destiny as of their own ability and when
the favour is withdrawn, they collapse like a house of cards at one blow.
Joan of Arc dreamed dreams and saw visions, Mazzini and Garibaldi
were impracticable idealists and hated Cavour because he would not
idealise along with them. The rock of St. Helena, the blazing stake at
Rouen, the lifelong impotent exile of Mazzini, the field of Mentana and
the island of Caprera, such is the latter end of these great spirits.
Alexander was more fortunate, but his greatest good fortune was that
he died young; his next greatest that the practical common sense of his
followers prevented him from crossing the Ganges; had Napoleon been
similarly forced to recognise his lmmat, his end might have been as great
as his begmnmg. Pururuvas m the play is equally fortunate: we feel
throughout that the power and favour of the Gods is at his back to save
him from all evil fortune and the limits of a legend help him as effectively
as an early death helped Alexander.

Kalidasa's presentation of Pururavas therefore is not that of a poetic
nature in a false position workmg out its own ruin; it is rather a study
of the poetic temperament in a heroic and royal figure for no issue beyond
the study itself. Thus is m accordance wth the temper of the later
poetry which, as I have said, troubles itself little with problems, issues
and the rest, but 1s purely romantic, exsting only to express disinterested
delight m the beauty of human life and emotion and the life and emotion
of animate and inanimate Nature.

When Pururavas first appears on the scene it is as the kmng and hero.
the man of prompt courage and action, playing the part which he has
assumed like a royal robe of purple, but it is not in the practical side of
his character that Kahdasa is interested. He has to mntroduce 1t only as
a background to his inner temperament, m order to save hmm from the
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appearance of frivolous weakness and unworthiness which always
surrounds the dilettante in life, the epicure of his own emotions. This
he does with his usual consummate art. Pururavas is introduced to us
at the very beginning in a scene of extraordinary swiftness, decision and
tumultuous excitement, like an eagle cleaving the winds in his rushing
swoop upon his prey. The remembrance of thus rapid and heroic episode
lingers with us and gives us a sense of concealed iron behind his most
feminine moods as lover and poet. Then when again at the end of the
play Kalidasa skilfully strikes the same note and we take leave of the
Ilian, it is again as the king and hero whose strong arm is needed by the
Gods in their approaching war with the Titans. Thus finding and leaving
him as the warlike prince, we always have the impression that however
great the part played by hus love for Urvas1e in hs life, it 1s not the whole,
that we are listening only to a love episode in some high epic. This
impression again is skilfully aided by brief but telling touches in each
Act, such as the song of the Bards, for example, which remind us of the
King of Kmgs, the toiling administrator, the great warrior; in not a
single Act are these necessary strokes omitted and the art with which
they are introduced naturally and as if without design is beyond praise.
But here agam Kalidasa does not depart from the artistic principle of
"nothing too much, nothing too httle"; the purple robes of the Emperor
and the bow of the hero being needed only for the background are not
allowed to intrude upon the main interest, which 1s Pururavas the man in
hs native temperament.

From the very first utterance that temperament reveals itself; the
grandiose and confident announcement of his name and his communion
wth the Gods is characteristic of the epic megalomaniac. We are not
deceived by his proud assumption of modesty, which he only wears as
a fit outward ornament of the role he is playing on the world's stage,
part of the conventional drapery of the heroic king. "For modesty was
ever valour's crown." 'Though this drapery we see the man glorying in
himself as a poet might glory in some great creation and when madness
has removed all conventional disguise, this temper breaks out with the
most splendid frankness. We see his mind empurpled with the conscious
ness of his world-wide fame, "This is too much, it is not possible he should
not know me"; of his marvellous birth, "the grandson to the Sun and
Moon"; of his matchless achievements as "the chariot-warrior,
great Pururavas"; of his mighty empire, "the universal sceptre of the
world and sovran footstool touched by jewelled heads of tributary
monarchs". The glory of this triple purple in which he has wrapped
himse lf, matchless valour, matchless fame, matchless empire commingles
in his imagination, and he speaks in the proud brief language of the hero
but with an evident consciousness of their fine suitability to the part. We
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_seem to see Napoleon robing himself in the dramatic splendour of his
despatches and proclamations or Alexander dragging Batis at his chariot
wheels in order that he may feel himself to be Achilles. Shall we accuse
these men as some do of being liars, theatrical braggarts, inhuman mad
men, mountebanks? Let us not so m our feeble envy spit our venom
on these mighty souls to half whose heights we could never rise even f
we have no opportunity given us of sinking to their depths!

And then as he rushes m pursuit of the Titan and revels mn the speed
of his chariot and the scenic splendour of the crumbling thunder-clouds
fly1ng up like dust beneath it, all the poet m him breaks out mto glories of
speech. Surely no kmg before or after, not even Richard II, had such
a royal gift of language a5 this grandson of the Sun and Moon. It 1s
peculiar to hmm m the play Others, especially those who habitually move
near him, Manavaka the Chamberlain, the Huntsman, the Charioteer catch
something at tames of thus enthusastrc poetry, but their diction is usually
simple and unpretending and, when most ambitions, pale to the colour,
energy and imagmativeness which floods all his utterance. For example
m the scene of the vulture how he catches fire from a smgle trope of the
Huntsman's and hs 1magmnaton continues coruscating and flashing over
the jewel until 1t has vanished from sight I have sad that hs imagination
has become empurpled but the tendency 1s really inborn in him, he sees,
thmnks and speaks m purple. Not only is hs mind stored wath pictures
which break out m the most splendid tropes and smules, but he cannot
see any natural object or feel any snnplest emotion without bathing it in
the brilliant tones of hs mmagmnaton and expressing 1t m regal poetry
He has also the poet's close and inspired observation, the poet's visualizing
power, the poet's sensuousness and aim at the concrete. Little thmgs that
he has seen in Nature, a portion of the bank of c1 river collapsing into the
current, the rapid hghtenmg of a dark night by the moon, fire at night
breaking its way through a volume of smoke, a lotus reddening m early
sunlight, a wild swan flymng through the sky with a lotus fibre in his beak,
remain with his mner eye and at a touch burst out m poetry. So inveterate
is this habit of seizing on every situation and emotion and turning it into
a poem, that even when he affects a feelmg as in his flattery of the queen,
he takes fire and acts his part with a glory and fervour of speech which
make the feigned emotion momentarily genuine. Thus with a mmd stored
and brimmmg with poetry, a habit of speech of royal splendour and
fullness and an imagination fired and enlarged by the unequalled grandeur
of his own destmy, Pururavas comes to the great event which shall be the
touchstone of his nature. Such a man was alone fit to aspire to and win
the incarnate Beauty of the world and 1ts sensuous life, the Apsara who
sprang from the thigh of the Supreme The Urvasie of the myth, as has
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been splendidly seen and expressed by a recent Bengal poet,' is the spirit
of imaginative beauty in the universe, the unattainable ideal for which
the soul of man is eternally panting, the goddess adored of the nympholept
in all lands and in all ages. There 1s but one who can attain her, the
man whose mind has become one mass of poetry and idealism and has
made life itself identical with poetry, whose glonous and starhke career
has itself been a consc10us epic and whose soul holds fnendship and close
converse with the Gods. This 1s Pururavas, "the noise of whom has gone
far and wide", whose mother was Ila, divine aspiration, the strange
daughter of Human Mind (Manu), who was once male and is female,
and of his father Buddha, mspred and mystic wisdom, Hermes, of the
moonlike mmnd, and his near ancestors therefore are the Sun and Moon
For Urvase he leaves hs human wfe, earthly fame and desire, giving
her only the passionless kindness whch duty demands and absorbs hs
whole real soul in the divine. Even he, however. does not enjoy unmter
rupted the object of his desire; he transgresses with her mto that fatal
grove of the Vll'gin War-God where ethereal beauty and delght are not
suffered to tread, but only ascetic self-denial and keen swordhke practical
wll; at once she disappears from hs ken. Then must hs soul wander
through all Nature seeking her, imagnmng her or hmts and tokens of her
in everything he meets but never grasping unless by some good chance he
accept the Jewel Umon born from the crimson of the marvellous feet of
Himaloy's Chld, Uma, daughter of the mountains, the mighty Mother. She
who is the Soul behind Nature. Then he 1s again united with her And
their child is Ayus, human hfe and action glorified and ennobled by
contact with the divine. It 1s therefore one of the most profound and
splendid of the many profound and splendid allegories m the great
repertory of Hindu myth that Kaldasa has here rendered mto so sweet,
natural and passionate a story of human love and desll'e. [The rehg10us
interpretation of the myth, which is probably older than the poetical, is
slightly but not mater1ally different.]i

In one sense therefore the whole prevous hfe of Pururavas has been
a preparation for his meeting with Urvasie. He has filled earth and
heaven, even as he has filled his own imagination with the splendour of
his hfe as with an epic poem. He has become indeed Pururavas, he who
is noised afar, but he has never yet felt hus own soul. But now he sees
Urvasie and all the force of his nature pours itself into his love for her
hke a river which has at last found its natural sea. The rich poetry of his
temperament, the sights and images with which his memory is stored,
his dramatic delight in his own glory and greatness and her01sm, are now
diverted and poured over the final passion of his life, coruscate and light

0 Tagore· "Urvasie" (1895).
t The square brackets are in the original
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it up and reveal it as in a wonderful faeryland full of shimmering moon
light. Each thought, image, emotion of his mind as it issues forth, connects
itself with his love and for a moment stands illumined in the lustre of his
own speech. The same extraordinary vividness of feeling and imagination
is poured over Ayus when Pururavas finds himself a father; never has the
pass1on of paternity been expressed with such vivid concreteness or with
such ardent sensuousness of feeling. Yet the conventions of life and the
dramatic part mn it he feels bound to sustain cling about him and hamper
his complete utterance. In order therefore to give him his full opportunity,
Kalidasa has separated him from Urvasie by a more romantic device than
the dramatically unmanageable contrivance of the original legend, and
liberated him in the infinite freedom of madness. The fourth Act therefore
which seems at first sight episodical is really of essential importance both
to the conduct of the play and the full revelation of its protagonist.

Yet madness is hardly the precise word for the condition of Pururavas;
he is not mad like Lear or Ophelia; 1t is rather a temporary exaltation
than a perversion or aberration from his natural state. An extraordinarily
vivid and active imagination, which has always felt a poetic sense of mind
and sympathy in brute life and in the encouragement of romantic
"inanimate" Nature, leaps up under the shock of sudden and inexplicable
loss into gigantic proportions; 1t 1s like a sudden conflagration in a forest
which transfigures and magnifies every petty object it enlightens and fills
the world with the rush and roar and volume of its progress. The whole
essential temperament of the man comes whirling out in a gyrating pomp
of tropes, fancies, conceits, quick and changing emotions, everything mn
existence he gifts with his own mind, speech, feelings and thus moves
through the pageantry of Nature draping it in the regal mantle of his
imagination until the whole world exists only to be the scene and witness
of his sorrow. For splendour of mere poetry united with delicate art of
restraint and management, this scene is not easily surpassed. We may
note one of the smaller and yet essential feature of its beauty, the skill
with which the gradations of his excitement are indicated. When he first
rushes in he is in the very height and tumult of it mistaking the cloud
for a Titan who carries off his Urvasie and threatening him with a clod
of earth which he imagines to be a deadly weapon. But he is not really
mad; the next moment he realises his hallucination, and the reaction
produces a certain calming down of the fever; yet his mind is still working
tumultuously and as it ranges through the forest, every object is converted
for a moment into a sign of Urvasie and the megalomaniac in him bursts
out into the most splendid flights of self-magnification. But each fresh
disappointment brings a reaction that sobers him just a little more; he
turns from the inanimate objects of nature to the bee m the flower, then
to the birds, then to the beasts; he gifts them with a voice, with articulate
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words, with thoughts lent out of the inexhaustible treasury of his teeming
imagination. Next he appeals to the God of the mountain and fancies the
Echo to be his answer. Mark that now for the first time it is a real
articulate voice that he hears, though but the reflection of his own. And
immediately afterwards his mind, coming nearer and nearer to sanity, hits
upon something very close to the truth; he realises that a divine force
may have transformed her to some object of nature and at first by a natural
misapprehension imagines that 1t must be the river which has the
appearance Urvas1e wore when she fled from him. Then reason as it
returns tells him that 1f he wishes to find her, it must be nearer the place
where she disappeared, as he 'hurries back he appeals for the last time
to an animal to speak to him, but does not lend him a voice or words;
again also he sees tokens of her mn flower and tree, but they are no longer
hallucmations but real or at least possible tokens. He touches the Jewel
Union and hears the actual v01ce of the sage; he is now perfectly restored
to reason and when he embraces the creeper, 1t 1s not as Urvasie but as
an "1mitati·ess of my beloved". Through the rest of the scene 1t is the old
natural Pururavas we hear-though m his most delicate flights of imagi
nation. What a choice of a "conveyance" is that with which the scene
doses and who but Pururavas could have imagined it! I dwell on these
subtle and just perceptible features of Kaldasa's work, the art concealing
art, because the appreciation of them is necessary to the full reception
on our mind-canvas of Kalidasa's art and genius and therefore to the full
enjoyment of hs poetry.

And whle Pururavas glorifies and revels m his pass1on, he is also
revealed by it; and not only in the strength of the poetic temperament
at its strongest, 1ts grasp of, devotion to and joy in 1ts object, its puissant
idealism and energy and the dynamic force with which for a time at least
it compels fate to its will , but also m 1ts weaknesses. I have spoken of his
self-magnification and touches of megalomama There is besides this a
singular mcompetence or paralysis of actrvty mn occasional emergencies
which, as I have before suggested, often overtakes the poetic temperament
in action even in its most capable possessors. His helplessness when
confronted by Aushmarie compares badly with the quiet self-possession
and mdulgent smile with which Agnimitra faces Iravatie in a much more
compromismg situation. Characteristic too is his conduct when the jewel
is lost. We feel certam that Agnimitra when rushing out of his tent would
have caught up his bow and arrows and shot the thief on the spot;
Pururavas occupies m pouring out splendid tropes and similes over the
bird and the jewel and appeals helplessly to Manavaka for advice. This
is characteristic of the poetic temperament whose mind has long trained

" 'The word "himself has evidently got omitted in the MS--Ed1tor
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itself to throw out 1ts imagmnaton to meet every new object or situation
and not its acting faculties; except m natures of a very firm balance the
habit must lead to paralysis of the will. Such a sapping of vigour has
been going on mn Pururavas during the long years of absorption in his
romantic passion. One must hope that when he stands again in the fore
front of battle, "Heaven's great soldier·' will have sufficient plasticity of
character to recover in the shock of action what he has lost in the peace
of the seraglio. Then there are certam moral insensibilities; certain
feelings which seem to have been left out m hs composition It is part of
his self-assumed role m life to be the ideal king, the mirror of gallantry
and conjugal duty, the champ10n of the gods and of relig10n. Yet it is
Urvas1e and not he who remembers that hs "high capital awaits him
long" and who shrmks from the displeasure of the people. He exhibits
deference and a show of love to Aushmarie because he "owes" her respect
and affect1on, but mn spite of hs glowmg language and fine acting we feel
that he cherishes towards her none of the genuine respect and affection
or of the- real and indulgent kmndlmness Agnutra teels for Dharinie and
Iravate. In the last Act he expresses some fear that he may lose religious
calm; one feels that religious calm in Pururavas must have been
somethmg hke the king's robe m Hans Anderson's story But it was one
of the necessary "belongmgs" of the great sem1-divine kmg which Puru
ravas just considered his "part" mn lfe as impassive calm and msensibility
to human nusfortune and gnef was one of the necessary "belongings"
of the great demi-god, the human Jove which Napoleon thought to be his
destmed role. If that vast, flaming and rushing mass of genus and
mmpetuosty whch we call Napoleon was mcompatble wth sto1cal calm
and insensiblty, so was the ardent mass of sensuousness and mmagmnation
vhch Kahdasa portrayed m Pururavas 1compatible with the high
austerity of relgon It 1s m the mouth of thus champion of Heaven
Kalidasa has placed one of the tew expleat protests m Sanskrit of the
ordinary sensuous man agamst the ascetic idealism of the old religion:

Ad yet I cannot think of her
Created by u wthered hermt cold.
How could an aged anchoret dull and stale
With porng over Scrptre and obvious
To all ths rapture of the senses bald
A think so lovely?

The mmor male characters or the piece look too wan m the blaze of
this great central figure to command much attention except as his adjuncts.
As such the Charioteer, the Huntsman and the Chamberlain, Latasya,
appear; the former two merely cross the stage and are only interesting
for the shadow of tropical magnificence that their master's personality
has thrown ove their mode of speech.
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R. Bangaruswami

Continued from previous issue

THE HERO AND THE NYMPH

The Hero and the Nymph, a product of the later Baroda period,
captures m English rhythm the subtle beauties and the elusive charrOf,
of Kaldasa's 1mmortal drama, Vkramorvase

Indeed, even before undertakmg this translation, Sn Aurobitido had
been attracted by the beauty of the theme and had written his own
Urvas1e

Though described 'as a piece as yet unknown', the story has been
immortalised before Kaldasa m the Rig Veda and m Satapata Brahmana
and m Hanvamsa with some changes m the plot here and there.

In translatmg the play from the origmal Sam,knt mto English Sn
Aurobmdo's main purpose seems to have been to expound Kaldasa to
English readers and thus offer his own homage to the gemus of the great
playwright who was able to produce such a work of architectomc beauty
and at the same time enjoy a peep mto the eternal mysteries that he
deeply hidden m the ostensible love romance ..

The drama opens with Urvasie and Chitralekha, Heaven's nymphs,
fallmg prisoners at the hands of Cayshay and their comrades sending forth
loud ullulat10ns at the unexpected calamity King Pururavas whose
puussance equals Indra's hears the cry, rushes forward m hs chariot,
vanquushes the Titan, rescues them and returns Love seizes hold of
Urvas1e and Pururavas Regretfully Urvase leaves for her heavenly
abode with her sisters whale Pururavas exclamms

O Love' O Love'
Thou mak'st men hot for things zmpossible
And mad for dreams.19

The beginning of Act II sees Pururavas suffering the pangs of love
Has description of Urvas1e to Manavaka 1s a jewel by 1tself:

19-22. "Collected Poems & Plays", II , pp 15, 20, 27, 39.
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She is ornament's ornament,
And Jewels cannot make her beautiful.
They from her body get the grace. And when
You search the unverse for simales,
Her greater beauty drive<; you to express
Fair thangs by her, not her by lesser fairness
So she's perfecton's model ""

Yes, Pururavas is 'sick for her' and the beauties of the commg sprmg
make httle impress10n on his mmd. Urvasie too, compelled by Love,
comes to the palace garden of Pururavas mn the company of Chtralekha
and remainmg near, mvsble, hears from the Kmg's mouth avowals of his
love for her:

Oh me! she knows not rny heart's pain
Or knowng t, wth those her heavenly eyes
Scorns my poor passon."

Jrvasie 1s touched with the sincerity of hus emot1on. Takmg a brch leaf
she scrolls a few lines expressing the intensity of her own pass1on for him
and throws it at him, still remammg mvisible The Kmg reads 'the dear
small sentence full of beautiful meanmg. This gospel of her answermg
love' and feels thrilled beyond measure Chutralekha, at Urvase's behest,
becomes visible and plays the role of Love's ambassador to the King
Urvas1e also presently reveals herself and feels happy for a moment.

But cries are heard summoning Urvas1e to Heaven to play her part
in the drama. Urvas1e depl;l.rts leavmg the King to himself and his
dreams. Pururavas now remembers the letter and finding it gone orders
a quick search for it. Destmy makes it fall mto the hands of the Queen
who thus learns the cause of her royal husband's grief. Approachmg her
lord she presents the letter to him Confm,ed at the new mishap he blurts
out excuses and even falls at her feet1 But the Queen 'rushes off lke a
torrent full of wrath' and Manavaka, ever keen about his meals, urges
the King for bath and dmner. But Pururavas, diverted for a moment to
the surroundmg beauties of Nature, bursts out

'Tis noon. The tired
And heated peacock sinks to chall delght
Of water in the tree-encircling channel,
The bee dvdes a crmson bud and creeps
Into its womb; there merged and safe from fire
He's lurking. The duck too leaves her blazing pool
And shelters in cold lilies on the bank,
And in yon summer house weary of heat
The parrot from his cage for water cries.22
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Love-lorn Urvasie blabbers 'Pururavas' when she ought to say
'Purushottam' m the part assigned to her with the result that her preceptor
curses her and pronounces her exit out of Heaven. But Indra mod1fies
the curse to the extent that her sojourn from Heaven will be temporary
till the time she begets a child to Pururavas and he sees its face. This
incident ushers Urvas1e on the terraced House of Gems where 'love
wasted Pururavas' with the inseparable Manavaka is mooning about. Once
agamn Urvase remains invisible and hears from hs mouth a passionate
outburst of his yearng for her:

Neither smoothest flowers
Moonlight, nor sandal vsatng every lamb,
Nor necklaces of cool delightful pearl,
Only Heaven's nymph can perfectly expel
Wth bliss, or else+3

Presently we see Queen Aushinane com,e to the King and, declaring
the extent of her love for him, vow that on the basis of that love she would
treat whatever woman her Lord loved as her sister. After the Queen's
departure Urvasie reveals herself to the Kmng and they begin to enjoy
the long-delayed love's ecstasies. Out of the abundance of joy
in his heart Pururavas exclaims:

Love's wounding shafts caress the heart like flowers
Thou beng wath me; all natural sights and sounds,
Once rude and hnrtful, now caressing come
Softly because of thee in my embrace.24

Inexorable Fate makes him gaze at Udanavatie m Gandhamadan green
and Urvasie, flying away from him m jealousy and anger, enters 'the
grove avoidable of women' and is turned into a creeper. But the Kmg,
more love-mad than ever, seeks her on 1n a pathetic quest, musmng,
sohloquising, poetizmg and querying the 'sapphire-throated peacock', the
cuckoo, the swan, the chakraboque, the 'lotus-woomg' bee, the 'rut
dripping' elephant, the manimate mountams, pourmg to one and all his
grief. In this Act VI Sri Aurobindo has created some of the most vvd and
musical blank verse m the language, a true reflection of the quintessential
Kaldasa, the unmatched sensuous rapture that is yet perfectly imaged and
expressed, with no lapse into mere violence or rhetoric. We may quote a
few passages:

How shall I trace her,
Or what thing tell me "Here and hers she wandered?"
If she had touched wth her beloved feet
The rain-drenched forest-sands, there were a line

23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 "Collected Poems & Plays", II, pp 48, 59, 65, 66, 70, 71, 98
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Of little gracous footprnts seen, with lac
Emnvermeilled, sinking deeper towards the heel
Because o'erburdened by her hips' large glories

Lo, n yon waste of crags the peacock' he
Upon a cool moist rock that breathes of rain
Ezults, aspres, has gorgeous mass of plumes
Seized, blown and scattered by the roaring gusts
Pregnant of shrillness is his outstretched throat,
Has look s wth the clouds Hm I wll question
Have the bright corners of thine eyes beheld,
0 sapphire-throated bird, her, my delight,
My wife, my passion, my sweet gref? Yelding
No answer, he begins his gorgeous dance
Why should he be so glad of my heart's woe?
I know thee, peacock Smee my cruel loss
Thy plumes that stream in splendour on the wind,
Have not one rival left For when her heavy
Dark wave of tresses over all the bed
In softness wide magmficiently collapsed
On her smooth shoulders massng purple glory
And bright with flowers, she passioning m my arms,
Who then was rashed wth thy brllant plumes,
Van bird? ±7

0 rut-dripping elephant,
Sole monarch of the herd, has not that moon
Wath qasmnes all a glory n her haar
And L,imbs of fadeless beauty, carrying
Youth like a banner, whom to see is bliss,
Is madness, fallen in thy far ken, 0 king? 2'

Darkness! I cannot see her Yet by these gleams
Of lightning I may study, I may find
Ah God' the fruit of guilt is bounded not
With the doer's anguish; this stupendous cloud
Is widowed of the L,ightnmg through my sin
Yet I will leave thee not, 0 thou huge pile
Of scalng crags, nquestoned Hear me, answer me'
0 mountain, has she entered then the woods,
Love's green estate-ah, she too utter love!
Her breasts were large like thine, with small sweet space
Between them, and like thine her glorious hips
And smooth fair joints a rapture .. ""
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Echo mocks Pururavas at last with his own words and he falls down
ID a swoon and recovers later 'all weary and sad' and resumes his queries.
StumblIDg on the gem Union which a vo1ce assures him as belongIDg to
Urvasie he takes it and passes on to the very creeper which was once
Urvas1e without m the least being aware of the fact and pours forth his
tnbulat10ns ID one loud homage of amour. Umon touching the creeper
effects the release of Urvasie who tells him of the curse of Skanda that
was responsible for changmg her into a creeper 'The lovers return home
happy.

The last Act opens with the news of the loss of Umon by its bemng
snatched away by a vulture which 1s duly killed and the jewel recovered.
It so happens that the boy who killed 1t is none else than Ayus. son of
Pururavas through Urvase, who was brought up till now in a hermitage.
While all the three members of the reunited family are in an ecstasy of
joy, Urvase remembers the words of Indra and tells Pururavas that the
hour of her departure has come, hearmg which Pururavas swoons.

Narada intervenes at this stage and delivers the happy message that
Indra needs the help of Pururavas and he can live happy with Urvasie
tor the rest of hus hfe mn Heaven. Ayus is annoted Kmng and everything
ends happly Pururavas bds farewell wath the words

May every man find his own good
And ·every man be merry of his mind,
And all men n all lands taste all desre.3o

The purple passages of the or1gal work, far from losing any of ther
majestic loveliness, remain as fresh and sweet m ths 'perfect and vivd
translat1on' as they were centuries ago at the time when Kalidasa wrote 1t

VIDULA

Vdula, admittedly a free rendering with also a few changes here and
there was originally published under the heading of Mother to Her Son
in Bandemataram weekly. The episode is taken from the Mahabharata,
Udhyoga Parva. It must have teemed with a world of meaning to the
pohtically-consc10us reader when the ferment of unrest in India was visible
everywhere. An appeal by Mother India to her country-men to shed the
fear complex, awake, arise and carry on the struggle like upright men and
not as slaves, might have been easily read mto the story by any patriotic
Indian worth hs salt.

The substance of the poem may be summed up ma few words. Prince
Sunjoy 'hurled down from his lofty throne' by the King of Sindhu les 'un
nerved and abject'. His indomitable mother, the widowed Queen taunts
her boy for his deject10n and eggs him on to battle and victory. This is
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not fiction but history which repeats. Heroines like her will lve for ever
in the roll-call of honour in the memory of our countrymen and women.

These httle gems of advice culled from the queen-mother's words are
worth remembermg by one and all:

Be a kng mind
All subgecton spurn
Blaze out like a firebrand.
Falter not in high attempt.
Show thy prowess ..
Be not as the vagrant beggar
Waste not thy flame in smoke ..
Leap upon thy foes ..
Make thy man's heart hard like iron
Be a prance and chef of men

No wonder the mother's heroic words floating in a floodtide of burn
mg eloquence at last find5 a willmg response from the son who acts and
wins The potency of the words surcharged with the fury that is born of
shame is such as to move a stone image out of its resting place and send it
marching in battle array.

On he rushed to desperate battle burnang an has prde and might,
As a noble warhorse wounded rushes faster to the fight.
Stung wth arrows of her speech he did has mother's hgh command
Driving out the foe and stranger, freeing all the conquered land.31
The moral purpose underlying the 'strong and famous poem' is to make

'men gods for might ' And surely enough the poem preserves all its burn
ing strength undimmed and undmmm1shed m the alluring robes of the Eng
hsh rhythm furmshed by Sr1 Aurobmndo.

In this connect10n reference may be made to Hymn to the Mother or
Bandemataram, Inda's great song, orgnally sung by Rush Bankim
Chandra ChatterJee m Bengali and translated into English by Sr Auro
bmndo and published mn Karmayogn About this poem which has stood
the test of time and has captivated the hearts of millions of our country
men, there can be no two opm10ns It is a nat10nal heritage which we have
inherited and which in turn will be handed down to our posterity. Un
like the Germans who regard the country as their fatherland we have al
ways regarded India as our motherland, the embodiment of the Divine
Mother in all her aspects and moods R1shi Bankim Chandra Chatterjee
who has bequeathed this poem to the nat10n stresses this aspect:

Thine the strength that nerves the arm,
Thine the beauty, thine the charm .,,

31-33 "Collected Poems & Plays", II, p 246, 228, 228.
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Every mage made dvne
In our temples is but thane."

And with this feelmg m us we make our obeisance to our motherland
Mother, mother mine!
Mother sweet, I bow to thee,
Mother great and free 38

Another beautiful national song which Sn Aurobmdo rendered mto
English verse recently 1s Mother Ida by Dw1Jendralal Roy, or1gmnally
written m Bengal. It sings of India's glories and her greatness, of her
Gita and her Veda, her splendid days of gold and her sacred lore, every
stanza endmg with the refram
Ida, my Ida, who.dare call thee a thng for pty's grace today,
other of wsdom, worshp, works, nurse of the spart's ward ray!'
The poem on ahalaksh 1s a translation from the Bengali song of

Anilbaran and was first published m 1936 The poet offers his heart as a
restmg place for the lotus-goddess Laxm to whom offering any other
seat would amount to a sacrilege. For sheer lyrical beauty of both senti
ment and rhythm the eight Imes are difficult to surpass· they weave a
soul-enchantment that 1s immediately memorable-

In lotus-groves Thy sprt roves where shall I find a seat for Thee?
To Thy feet's tread-feet dawn-rose red-opening my heart

Thy throne shall be.
All things unholy hurt Thy soul·
I would become a stainless whole

0 World's delight, All-beauty's mght' unmovng house Thy grace
in me.

An and heart Thou canst not bear
It is Thy will love's bonds to wear.

Then by Thy sweetness' magic completeness make me Thy love's
eternal sea,5

LYRICS

Radha's plght as depicted by Chundudas 1s revealed m two poems
1m1tated m English by Sn Aurobmdo with a remarkable degree of success.
In Radha's Complant in Absence the divme girl addresses her heart for
the 'heavy pam' it is made to suffer by the c1 uel hand of Love and con
cludes that there is no other cure but death In Radha's Appeal the po1g
nancy of Radha's pass10n-unswervmg, unchangmg and steadfast-is
shown with great vividness and vvacuty

34-37 "Collected Poems &: Plays", II , pp 310, 311, 30, 133.
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Spurn me not, dear, from thy beloved breast
A woman weak, unblest."»

In Karma Radha, smitten with the lover's pangs oi separat10n from
her Lord, avows no other way 1s open to her except to drown herself in
the sea and get cooled from the burning fire of pass1on that agitates her.

Appeal 1s a warmng not to waste away golden youth, for youth wll
not be for ever, but to consecr.ate 1t with Love. Herrick sang 'Gather ye
rosebuds while ye may, Old Time 1s still a-flying' and advised young
people:

Then be not coy, but use your time,
And whale ye may, go marry;
For having lost but once your prime,
You may for ever tarry.

The Bengali poet in a similar strain says:
Life is a blss that cannot long abde,
But whle thou vest, love."

Sri Aurobmndo's translations which form a fourth part of his Collected
Poems and Plays, while fulfillmg almost all the tests for a good translation,
give us also an msight mto the poetic genius of the translator which adorns
whatever 1t touches.

Concluded
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AN ADDRESS

K. R. Srinivasa Iyengar

We are celebratmg today the 5th anmversdry of our date with destmy
For the 15th of August 1s our date with destmy On the 15th of August
1947 Bntam finally withdrew her political hold over India, and so India
was mdeed free The day had a further or rather a fundamental sigmfic
ance to some of us-to many of us-because 1t was the 75th birthday of Sri
Aurobmndo, the prophet of a new world order, the architect of the Life
D1vme Five long years have passed since the brth of freedom, and m a
world-m the post-war world-which has been witnessing almost an epi
dem1c of mfant mortalty among the free nations, we m India have managed
to preserve our freedom Five years have passed, and we are still a free
at1on.

We are prone mn our purblmndness and perversity to mmnmmse the s1gnu
ficance of this fact Let us cast our eyes back to 1947 Freedom had. come
no doubt at long last, but what sort of freedom? The hideous massacres
at Calcutta, the abommat1ons m Bhar and m Noakhal, the atroertes at
Lahore, had preceded the 15th of August 1947; and the advent of freedom
had been followed by unprecedented communal orgies, the exodus of whole
populatiom, across the new borders between India and Pakistan, the unfold
mg tragedy of humanity uprooted Freedom had come mdeed, but it had
been a flawed freedom, a fissured freedom, a fractured freedomflawed
because the smell of the blood of the slaughtered mnocents still hung m the
m1dmght air, fissured because India had been after all compelled to submit
to the surgical operation of the partition, and fractured because there were
still the 600 pockets of prmcedoms, petty and not so petty, to render our
new-found freedom all but a hideous mockery The world anxiously watch
ed India-on the whole, with sympathy and understandning There was
the fear we might fail, there was the hope that we would pull through
Here was a sub-contment, a Republic with a population of 300 millions or
more,-what was gomg to be the fate of this mfant Republic, what was go
ing to be the future of this ancient people who had just celebrated their
baptism of rebirth as a free nation?

~ Delivered before the Andhra University Union on the 15th August. 1952.
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As the days passed, as the weeks accumulated to months and years,
behind the clouds of misunderstandmg, the fog of prejudice, the storms of
controversy, behind the facade of seemmg mefficiency and semle incompe
tence, behmd the whirl of words and the whizz of confhctmg policies, be
hind all that was depressing or confusing or exasperatmg, behind it all a re
voluton was going on, the lmks of integrat10n were bemg forged, the foun
dations of stability were being laid. All honour to the Sardar-Sardar who
never flmched, who never wavered, who never would, nor ever did, turn
back, daunted by the difficulties on the way.

It was not Sardar's fault-nor Mahatma Gandhi's-it is not the fault of
our Pres1dent or of our Premiers or of our Prmme ]mister 1f the burden of
our discontents 1s still heavy,' if Utopia hasn't yet arrived, nor is anywhere
around. When we talk of freedom, we often use the term loosely or lazily.
A whole spiral of sigmficance has now grown from the base, but at any one
time we see only a httle bit of the spiral, yet mistake it for the whole. In
a manner of speakmg, the statement that the country attamed freedom on
the 15th of August 1947 is true enough. But was there no 'freedom' m
India-no freedom-before that date? Isn't freedom a being as well as a
becoming,abecoming more than a being, an ideal that must elude the
grasp of our cumbrous hands? Whatever the legal or constitutional posi
ton, weren't men hke Sr1 Ramakrishna enfranchised souls long before
the 15th of August 1947? Isn't freedom really and truly a condition of men
tal and spiritual health rather than an unwieldy bundle of ambiguous polti
c-a] privileges? When a patriot and a Yogi like Sri Aurobindo had willed
freedom for the country, weren't we already in some measure free?

On the other hand, does the fact of political freedom render everybody
necessarily free? Isn't the price of freedom unwearymg vg1lance? Might
it not be that energies wh1ch at one time were mobilized against the fore1gn
ruler are now let loose on society to poison and destroy it? Might it not be
that petty tyrants sit enthroned m the unlkelest placesthat decadent or
recrudescent "nabobism" wags its tail, now here, now there-that the de
cenc1es of civlzed lfe and soc1al behaviour are challenged-that humanity
here and elsewhere is undergomg a process of progressive dehumanization?
The price of freedom is contmual alertness, a determination to refuse to be
intimidated by the loud voice, the dogmatic assertion, or the menacing ges
ture, to refuse, to be cowed down, the right to think for yourselves, to thmk
rightly, to think Justly, and to form your own conclus10ns. Ibsen said that
the strongest man is he who stands out most alone-why, then, need we be
afraid of thmking for ourselves, and reaching perhaps conclusions which
don't always chime wIth the popular vew? I am not, of course, asking
you to be aggressive for the sake of aggression, or think queerly for adver
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tising your originality. I don't approve of dissent for the sake of dissent
this were a very perversity mn slavery worse than mere slavery. Self
mastery is the crown of life-not self-indulgence, of whatever kind or colour
it may be! I am only asking you to be bold enough to see the truth when
you do in fact see it, and even to tell the truth when you have actually seen
it. Have always the courage of your convictions, rather than the courage
of your teachers' convict10ns, or of your text-books' convictions, or of an
anonymous pamphlet's convictions. Loyalty and patr10tism are the stern
godheads of the soul-they are spiritual forces-and must not therefore be
equated with brazen subservience on the one hand or racial arrogance on
the other Here m the umvers1ty campus where so many of us are gather
ed together-when we are gathered here to celebrate our independence
let us not forget that we have constantly to prove worthy of this grace: of
independence, let us not forget that m tumidity and pusillanimity, 1n par
rotry and Quixotry, in humbugry and charlatanism, m half-headedness and
half-heartedness, hes no safety either for ourselves or for the naton.

The air is thick with talk about Plans. We have no dearth of Plans
-but the trouble 1s with Man. Ten moderately clever men mn Delhi make
the Plans: but 1f there are hundreds or thousands of men m the country,
as clever or even cleverer, who are determmed to see that the Plans shall
fail, how then are these Plans to help us? Your generation can still save
the situation-but only 1f you are prepared to be yourselves first, refusmg
to mortgage yourselves to others, be they self-opllllonated men or octopus
organizations. In a university, at any rate, 1t should be possible for the
students and teachers-for the students at least, 1f not for the teachers
also!to put first thmgs first,,to refuse to smn agamst the hght, to repudiate
the fraudulent gods of the noisy market-place The young student may go
wrong, but he 1s at least not proud of 1t, he 1s eager to reform,-at the worst
1t is a case of the spirit bemg wllmng, the flesh alas' being weak. But the
elderly man of the world, alas the rake, 1s mured to hs depravity, turns
vice mto virtue, and becomes even an evangelist on its behalf. Here in the
umvers1ty we teachers and students-m fact, there are only students, some
young, some not so young, for there is no teacher worth his name but is a
student also-hve a reasonably sheltered hfe here at least let us take heart,
let us re-dedicate ourselves to the unblemushed service of the Mother,
Mother India, let us serve her through the ways of truth and the discipline
of ordered knowledge, let us think out our problems in the hght of rat10nal
mqmry, iromng out our prejudices, reasoning out the ways of bringing our
country nearer our heart's desire. If the salt loseth its savour, wherewith
then shall 1t be salted? You the youth of the country, intellectuals one and
all, 1dealsts one and all, you are the salt of the earth: if you fail us, if you
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allow your idealism to be corroded, 1f you are content that the light of new
ideas shall be quenched, 1f you permit yourselves to scoff at loyalty, truth,
Justice, honour, knowledge, if you suffer Mr. Worldly Wisdom, who 1s really
Giant Unwisdom, to hush up the immortal cravings mn you, certainly, we
shall then certainly fal as a unversty, we m the wIder world shall faul as
a nation, and our freedom will be but an empty bottle of scent or an electric
bulb that has fused. I appeal to you therefore on this solemn occasion, on
thus auspieous occasion, to grow boldly to the henght of your destiny as
chld en, as citizens, of a free country, and redeem the time by your cour
age, the courage to thmk, by your mtegnty, the mtegnty to be unafraid of
yourselves, and by your mfallble sense of the Right, the Just and the True
And when you redeem yourselves and redeem the tune, you will be redeem
mg even those who are still grovelling in the sloughs of unreason, the grooves
of p01soned reaction, the cavernous dungeons of sloth Many of us, your
elders, are perhaps learned, but not wise; we are often bumptious, but not
brave, we wear a peacock look of Himalayan self-importance, but we are
really unable to save ourselves, because we are entangled m prisons of our
own forgmg, and we have learned nothing and forgotten nothing. The att1
tude of some of us 1s mdeed that we will be drowned, and nobody shall save
us But still you will and must save us, even as you will and must save
yourselves

The first post-independence harvest 1s over it has proved a partial
failure, but it has been a partial success no less Yet much of the little
con that came home has been unwisely or wastefully spent-and a por
ton 1s perhaps rotting somewhere But in you are the seedlings of the mm
mediate future-and may be1t may be God's will-I am sure the Mother
w1ll have 1t so-that the next harvest will brmg m Plenty to us, and happ1
ness and fulfilment will be ours at last It 1s with that hope and the cer
tamnty of the fulfilment of that hope that I ask you to Jorn me today and
articulate the words that make both an exultant cry and a prayerful mantra
JAI HIND!
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\L,GUST 15, 1952

Here m the unseen sanctum of the Infimte,
Shut behmd the nnpermeable doors of hush,
Unbodied stands the flammg presence of the kmg,
The august kmg of the Solitary Noon.
A miracle 1s here formless, perpetual, free,
Disclosed to the children of immortal fire.
A power 1s here hke a high statued cliff
Surveying the passage of time and fate and death.
A rapture wells from tlus burnmg cave of rest,
A voiceless grace 1s born withm these wells,
A sheer qmescence looms from 1ts all-gazmng dome
And on the lummous couch of prophetic poise
S1ts alone the majestic body of the Sun
In ommpotent grandeur and stillness supreme
With eyes open m wide magmficent trance,
He sights the world from his everlastmg throne,
He hears the char1ot-wheels of ep1cal advent,
His bemg bearmg the wounds of mortal fall,
Has spn1t warrmg with N1hl's terr1ble force,
His mmd the undefeated monarch of the Vast
But a day shall come when the blmd dust shall gaze
At his figure bult out of the diamond Flame,
Not wth occult eyes ht by hs compass1on-gem
But with stark outwardness of physical eye.
The temple ol ths vewless recluse of Laght
Shall then become his far livmg thunder's abode.

ROMEN
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THE INTEGRAL YOGA OF SRI AUROBINDO
Rishabhchand
CHAPTER Xll

MIND AND ITS PURIFICATION

PART III

Purification of the Chitta

As we have already said, the ch1tta is the basic stuff of our conscious
ness, teeming with all sorts of rmpress10ns of our immediate and remote
past. These chaotic 1mpress10ns go to nourish our desires and give them
different, sometimes even contrary direct10ns, form most of our physical
and vital habits and tendencies, and affect even our thoughts and judge
ments Their action 1s so subtle and often so swift and sudden that, unless
one'has acquired a yoge detachment, one may not even be aware of it.
Much of 1t 1s subconscent and unpredictably automatic. Let us take an
1llustraton of 1t from one of the poems of Sn Aurobmdo in quantitative
metre-a httle poem aquuver with a deep rch poignancy.

THE DREAM BOAT

Who was t that came to me n a boat made of d ea-fie,
Wath hs flame brow and has sun-gold body?

Melted was the silence into a sweet secret murmur,
"Do you come now? is the heart's fire ready?"

Hidden in the recesses of the heart something shuddered
It recalled all that the life's joy cherished,

Imaged the felicity it must leave lost for ever.
And the boat passed and the gold god vanished

Now within the hollowness of the world's breast inhabits
For the love died and the old joy ended-

Void of a felicity that has fled, gone for ever,
And the gold god and the dream boat come not.

The sense of the poem is crystal clear. "The gold god," the Hiran
maya Purusha, appears before a devotee who has presumably been pray-
1ng to Hmm enther to reveal Hmmself or to take hmm into Has eternal em
brace. There 1s silence wthun the devotee and without, and a smncerty
of call that has obviously mduced the revelation But when the Golden
Purusha actually appears and asks 1n a "sweet secret murmur," "Do you
come now? Is the heart's fire ready?", there is m him a sudden upsurge

"Collected Poems", Vol II.
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of the turbid stuff of hus unregenerate ch1tta, 1ts old desires and longings
and attachments, and somethmg shrmks and shudders, something that is
"hidden in the recesses of the heart" The devotee was not perhaps even
aware of this subconscient scum, but it was there all the same; and when
the moment for the final self-grvng came, there was an automatic shud
dermg and quailmg, an overpowermg of the conscious parts by the dark
subconscious energies. "And the boat passed and the gold god van1shed "

This tragedy is not a poetic fancy, but a fact enacted m almost every
hfe that aspires to a high self-fulfilment It happens sometimes th&t the
conscious part of a man's bemg finds itself ready for a great venture,
the wall 1s strung, the gaze of the mmd 1s fixed on the goal, the heart longs
and strams for it, and yet when the moment of the irrevocable plunge ar
rives, somethmg tugs from behmd, a wrench is felt, a chord seems to snap
somewhere n a remote recess Its smcenty 1s clouded by an uprush of
involuntary msmcerity, its umty of will is obscured and disrupted by many
invading desires, and 1t finds itself floundermg m a bog of dusnal retro
gress1on. Many a flourishing hfe 1s thus stranded or wrecked as a result
of the sudden 1cursons of the subconscent chitta. Besides these sudden
Inroads, the chtta exercises a sort of settled insidious control over our
thought and action of which we are hardly aware. It is only when a thought
has crossed our mind or an action has been done, that we can detect the
occulc mfluence,-subtle, tangled and elusive, yet potently pervasive Even
the most masterful mtellect often finds itself mfected with the noxious stuff
of the chtta whch distorts and perverts 1ts reasoning and judgement One
often catches oneself feelmg a sort of unaccountable antipathy towards a
person for whom one is normally mclmed to entertam only feelmgs of affec
ton and regard Sometimes we find to our chagrm that we have let slp
some words or behaved m a way repugnant to our own reason, strangely
actuated by some unknown agency mus We often fail to come up to cer
tain standards of conduct we have erected m our mmds, or stick to certam
consistent Imes of thought and action because of the obscurmg and thwart- •
ing mfluence of the chutta, or the dull drag it imposes upon our nature ,. It
is rarely, mdeed, that our thought and feehng and action escape this subtle
influence and express our conscious personality and its reason and will.

The Chief Impurity

The chef impurity of the chtta 1s a chaotic cravmg and hunger for
possess1on and enjoyment. Ths cravng is the chrysalis of desire 'There
fore any serious attempt at the purification of the chtta must dim at the
eradication of this essential craving. We have already dealt with the pro
cess by which we can rid our bemg of desfre, but an important and indis
pensable part of this mitial process is a directmg of the Mother's light to the
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subconscient and its blmd energies A constant detection and uncompro
mismng reject1on of all conscious des1res must proceed on the basis of the true
psychic consc10usness, which alone can enable us to detach ourselves from
the lower nature and its desires, but a mere detachment from consc10us
desires is not enough, there! must also be a probmg and penetrat10n of the
depths and a vigilant observaton of the subtle action of the essential craving
of the chutta In proportion as the psyche consciousness or the conscous
ness of the soul grows m the bemg, the observation of the workmg of the
nature and an analysis of 1ts hudden mechanism wll become easier and more
precise But still there will be enough workmg gomg on below the surface
and occult to om consciousness. It is, therefore, essential that the Mother's
Laght be called down and directed to these arcane regions Her Laght wall
illumine the subconscent obscurity and elmate the 1mpur1tes wth whch
it abounds, either by a steady process of expulsion or by raismg up and
workg them out, as 1t thmks best m the mterest of a radical purificat10n
All that the sadhaka 1s asked to do at this stage is to have a perfect faith m
the mfallible guidance of the Mother's Light and a state of unreserved sur
render to it Later, m the course of progress, a stage may come when he
has to go down m consc10usness mto these obscure depths, with the Mother's
Light leadmg hnn, for the final grapple with the subconscent and inconsc1
ent forces of darkness For, nothmg must be left, not the least vestige of
the primitive cravmgs, that could prolong the action of the Ignorance. All
the boundless energy of desires must go to feed the divme Will revealing it
self more and more mn the bemg as it undergoes the psychic change. It is
to be remarked here that m the Integral Yoga there is no question of killing
or cripplmg the life energies, whether they man1fest themselves as cravings
and passions or as ambitions and aspirations As the ancient Rish1s knew
well, all blmd energies of the lower nature are but perversions of their spiri
tual counterparts and can, therefore, be converted mto them. Anger, for
instance, 1s a perversion of the tejas of the Rudrashakt1, wh1ch destroys what
has to be destroyed, but without any reactons of anger or vmdictive v10-
lence It hurls its destructive fire from a poise of all-seemg calm and mm
pelled by the chvine Love, wluch hurts m order to rouse and exalt, and des
troys m order to new-create Lust 1s a perversion of love, and sorrow and
suffering of the essential delight ,of existence. All these energies will be
purified, illummed and converted mto theff spiritual equivalents by the
self-unfoldmg process of the Integral Yoga proceedmg under the guidance of
the Mother's Light and fulfillmg itself by the Mother's Force.

Desires are Formative Energies

Very few people care to study the workmg of the energies called de
sires, which have a powerful formative force and carry m themselves the
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potentiality both of happiness and sufferg, hght and darkness, progress
and retrogress1on When we desire something with a sustained intensity,
we create in us an eddy of subtle energies which sweep out in search of
their object, causmng many upheavals in our psychological and environ
mental conditions and mtroducing mto us elements which are not often con
gemal to the normal development of our hfe. And the desires being fickle,
the forces and elements they introduce into us are usually of a chaotic and
conflicting nature One desire creates certain psychological reactions and
forms certam whirls of energy-vibrations which may and very often do come
into conflict with those of another desire, and a third drives in a different
drect1on and a fourth in yet another, invtmg forces which make havoc of
all order and rhythmic progress That is why we frequently find ourselves
surrounded and harassed by condit10ns which are of such a confused and
discordant character that they entail nothmg but struggle and suffering Life
seems to stumble on through an mterminable series of disturbing and dis
parate phases, zigzagging through steep and perilous paths and tossing
about from one set of circumstances to another. Aimless and rudderless,
we dnft on the currents a.11.d cross-currents of Time. Through birth after
birth we chase the same wild geese, the phantom objects of desire, which
elude us before we have secured them well within our grasp Moments of
JOY and exhilarat10n are followed by long spells of pain and gloom. But
the goad of desire never ceases, a treacherous hope lures us on. If only we
could foresee the consequences before we conceived or indulged desires'

Desire and Will

The steady vs1on of the Buddha probed mnto the heart of this mortal
disease of desire, and he was perfectly right in his insistence on the exter
mmat10n of desire as the surest way to the attamment of freedom from the
agony of rebirth But he failed to probe beyond the desires mto the Will
of which they are but darkened and distorted fragments in the ignorance
If the distort10ns are removed, we get at a concentrat10n of radiant energy
which is the real motive power of our whole nature, swabhava, seeking an
unhampered play and fulfilment in our life. It is the self-expresssive elan
of the fire and force of our bemg-the central will, one yet multiple, and at-

- tuned to, or more precisely, an individual self-formation of, the umversal
divmne Will. To destroy the distortions and preserve the will, the real
motive power of our swabhava, and unite 1t with the self-revealing divme
Will, 1s then the whole method and aim of our dealing with prana and its
desires. And that goes a long way to purify the chitta

Dealmg with the subject of purification, Sri Aurobindo says in his
The Synthesis of Yoga*, "The essential turn of the soul to possession and

·Vol IV
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enjoyment of the world consists in a will to delight, and the enJoyment of
the satisfaction of craving is only a vital and physical degradation of the
will to delight To tread down altogether the prana, the vital being, is
to kill the force of lfe by which the large action of the embodied soul in the
human being must be supported; to indulge the gross will to live is to re
mamn satisfied with imperfection; to compromise between them is to stop
half way and possess neither earth nor heaven. But if we get at the pure
will undeformed by desire,-whch we shall find to be a much more free,
tranquil, steady and effective force than the leaping, smoke-stifled, soon
fatigued and baffled flame of desire,-and at the calm inner will of delight
not afflicted or limited by any trouble of craving, we can then transform the
prana from a tyrant, enemy, assailant of the mind into an obedient instru
ment........'To rid the prana of desire and mc1dentally to reverse the ord1
nary poise of our nature and turn the vital bemg from a troublesomely
dominant power mto the obedient instrument of a free and unattached mind,
is then the first step in purification. As this deformation of the psyche
prana 1s corrected, the purification of the rest of the intermediary parts of
the antahkarana 1s facilitated, and when that correction is completed, their
purification too can be easily made absolute",

Purification of the Emotional Being

The essential cravings of the chutta enter into the emotons of our heart
and create there emotional responses and reactions of raga-dwesha, liking
and disliking. If we watch our heart from the serene poise of the enlight
ened buddhi, or, better still, from the luminous calm of the soul, we shall
see that it is constantly subjected to the tyranny of alternatmg emotions
caused by the impacts of the outer world. The emotional mind 1s nghtly
likened to a sea tossing with the waves of love and hate, attraction and re
pulsion, hope and fear, Joy and gref. It as always restless, always agitated,
except when it is fatigued or depressed. And the emotions heave not only
the, heart, they convulse and tear the whole being; they even cloud and
pervert the mtellect and deflect 1t from its course. This automatic action
of raga-dwesha derives from our mental, vital and nervous habits in the
formation of which the chitta has a considerable hand. The whole strue
ture of these formed habits has to be pulled down in order that our psycho
logical being may be remoulded by the force and substance of the soul

The sway of the emotional dualities derives its strength and tenacity
from attachment. The renunciation of desires and a steady practice of de
tachment will weaken and finally annul the hold of attachment; but even
when•attaclunent ha.s lost· all its power, a habitual, mechanical action of
raga-dwesha may contmue for some time by the sheer force of habit. It
can then be more easily got rd of by the will of the illumined buddh A
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complete eliminaton of raga-dwesha from the emotional mind may lead to
one of the three following results: (1)" a neutral condition of blank indif
ference," (2) "a luminous state of peaceful impartiality" and (3) a univer
sal psychic love and an untroubled sweetness and clarity, receiving and
responding to all contacts of the world with an equal delight. In the Inte
gral Yoga there 1s no nrodha or suppression of the emotional movements,
chitta vrittis. Like the other movements of the nature, they too have to be
purified and transformed. Behmnd the tossmngs and heavmngs of the human
heart, there 1s the tranquul heart of psychic emotions, radiant and rhythm1c
in its self-expression. All its emotions are waves of love and Joy, deploy-
1ng mnfinite varatons and even embracing all human relations, but divinely
secure against any deformation or degradation by desire. This psychic
heart has to be released into expression and its emotions of love and joy
must take the place of the normal, agitatmg dualities of the human heart.
A progressive mfus1on of the psychic emotions into the outer heart will
revolutionise the latter and impart to 1t a glowing rapture and swe1:tness
and mus1cal cadence which characterse the emotions of the gods. The
emotions of the psychic heart are perfectly immune to all attacks of fear,
gref, pain, hatred and depression, whether they rise from the unreclammed
chitta or assail from the environmental nature; and when they occupy and
begin thenr play m the human heart, they change it from a cauldron of con
flicting emot10ns mto a perennial fount of umversal love and joy

The essential function of the emotions 1s a rhythmic expresson of the
love and delight the being feels in its contacts with Realty, mner and outer.
Their business 1s not to dictate or direct the thoughts of the mind or the
actions of the vtal-phys1cal being. If they did, they would give rise to a
dharma-sankara, a confus10n of the essential functions of the members of
the bemng, which should act 1n a perfect autonomy m an mtegrated scheme
of organic harmony. The general nature of man is, however, such a
dharma-sankara-a hopeless tangle and confusion. Hus emotions vitiate hs
thought and reason, obscure his perception, and seek to deflect him from the
right course of action But the psychic emotions only contribute thell' cha
racteristic warmth and throb to the thought and judgement of the buddh
and a thrill and glow to the movements of the physical being. The choice
of thought and action must he with the buddh, and later on in the sadhana,
with the supramental Truth-Consc10usness, possessmg and perfecting the
whole nature, but never with the emot10nal being.

The Two Basic Movements in Purification

The entire process of the purdicat10n of the mind boils down to two
most important basic movements: (1) the emergence and mcreasmg con
trol of the psychic or the soul, and (2) the sincerity and completeness of
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the surrender of our mtegral bemg to the Consc10usness-Force of the
Mother. Psychic detachment, psychic love and devot10n and psychic offer
ing are the most effective means of delvermg the nature-parts from the
darkness of ego1st1e ignorance and mutating m them the re1gn of Lght and
Love and Bhss. And a full and conscious surrender to the Mother's Force
and Laght 1s the only way to 1llumme and transform the chutta and abolish
its uncanny hold upon the different parts of our nature For, the human
mind, even at its best, is incapable of dealing wth the subconscent and the
nconscent, and 1t 1s these, as we have seen, that dommate the major por
tion of our nature. The practice of psycho-analysis or any other current
psychological expedients for the rausmng up and purification of the subcons
c1ent energies 1s fraught wth serious dangers fom the Yoge standpoint,
besides being a puerile and very superficial method. Does the psychologist
know how much of his own subconscient and his personal prepossess10m,
and predilections enters mto his deductions and hypotheses? How can he
hope to be able to take an impersonal and dismterested view of the data of
his observation, so long as he has not himself become d1smterested and im
personal? And how can he become an impersonal witness, so long as he
has not discovered somethmg that surpasses his sh1ftmg phenomenal per
sonalty? All ancient tradition bases true knowledge on the discovery and
attamment of the soul, the 1mpenshable entity m our perishable earthly
tenement. This soul must be made the priest and leader of our spiritual
Journey. In the Integral Yoga the lead and control of the psychic being is
of the utmost mmpo tance "If the inmost soul 1s awakened, 1f there is a new
brth out of the mere mental, vtal and phys1cal 1to the psyche conscious
ness, then this Yoga can be done; otherwise (by the sole power of the mmd
or any other part) 1t 1s impossible"° 'The lead of the human mtellect 1s a
foolish and futile endeavour. And so far as the subconscient and the in
conscient are concerned, even the lead ol the psych1c 1s not enough,-1t
has to be fortified and directed by the supreme Light, the ntam Jyotih, of
the Mother; otherwise 1t wall be difficult to avod a repett1on of the deplor
able tragedy of the Tantrc experiment which, losing hold of the lght 1t had
started with,-though 1t was not the highest light-sank mto the swa!11p of
the subconscient and could never rIse agamn For, the darkness 1s great
there below, its forces are blmd and subtle and dangerous, and the tempta
tion of power almost irresistible It 1s the supramental Light of the Mother
alone that can protect and pilot us m those obscure reaches of our own be
ing
.le e.

"Lights on Yoga", by Sri Aurobmndo.
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SHRUTANJALI

By INDIRA DEVI

Translated by Dilip Kumar Roy

(Sri Aurobindo Ashram, Pondicherry. Price: Rs. 5/-)

It 1s said that in thus scent1fie age nothing is to be believed unless one
' has sufficient proof for 1t. This clarm seems to be reasonable so far as 1t
goes, but it should also be considered that the realm of sp1ni and matter
have then own laws whch dommate and regulate them To the mater1ahst
the reason 1s the last word. To those who have faith m spiritual values
the spint 1s the ultimate reality It cannot be demonstrated m any shape
or form to the material-minded man 111 the same manner as the material
objects are The mater1alst scientists assert their view when they are con
viced of any thmg whch they find true after test and experiment. S1m1
larly such ot us as have faith and unshakable convICtion m the reality of
spmtual values, have to assert fearlessly and unblushmgly what we thmk
and believe to be rght as the result of our own direct experience

The moral and mtellectual integrity of a spintual aspirant and artist
hke Dlp Kuman Roy or of a philosophic seeker of mysteal truth hke Dr
Indra Sen could not and should not be doubted. They would never attest
a fact which they have not reason enough to know and verify for them
selves.

If the human sp1nt as accepted by the samnts and sages of the world is
1mmortal, 1t must continue to exist 111 some form or other. What 1s

called death does not put an end to the real man but to his vehicles only
The whole history of the 1elgous pursuut of mankind would lose 1ts value
and lesson 1f the makers of history, the founders of religious denommat1ons
and propounders of spiritual philosophies would have gone away once for
all; their cultural and spiritual cont111mty would have ceased once and for
ever, and humamty would have been orphaned without their gmdance

More than five thousand years ago, Sn Krishna trod this earth. His
mfluence is still felt by those who have learnt to attune themselves to him

His great devotees hke Sr Chartanya deva, Surdas and Mira Bai-
to mention only a few names-are still cherished m our memory and they
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have not done a little to keep the fire of Krishna-love ahve.
Mira Bai has become immortal and she lives for ever m the Lord of

Her love.
On June, 25th 1951 Mira Bai revealed herself to Indira Devi and bore

undying testimony to her Ishtadeva's grace and blessings in these words:
"I claim neither knowledge nor wisdom· I know only Krishna and Love.
But one thing I can tell you· That it has never happened in history that
a devotee has wanted Hmm truly and then died without attaining Hirn."

The same Mira with all her age-long spiritual glory, utter renunc1a
ton and whole-hearted devotion to her Ideal 1s still inspiring and guiding
worthy aspirants and devout souls One such example is found m the life
story of Indra Dev She has been vrtually saved twce from the jaws
of death. She goes mto a trance whenever there is a sp1ntual stimulus to
do so like a bhajan song, and durmg that concentrated state of consc10us
ness her body and mmd are taken possession of br Mira Bai who also occa
sionally reveals her identity to those fortunate few who sit near her for the
moment. Mara Bau has enchanted the Hmd-speakmg world wth her
devotional songs during the last few centuries. Her present gft to this
distracted and sceptical world 1s a number of devotional songs whch she
has passed on to us through Indira Devi They are completely ongmal and
up till now unheard of anywhere. They are couched 111 flawless Hmdi and
smng nothmg else than the praise of the Lord to whom she dedicated her
own royal hfe.

When these songs were brought to the notice of Sn Aurobindo he wrote
to D1hp Kumar Roy m the following words:-"There would be nothmg 1m
possible in Mira Bax manfestmg in thus way through the agency of Indira's
trance In any case the poems Mnra Baa has written through Indira are
mdeed beautiful and the whole phenomenon of Indra writing them mn a
language she does not well know and m a metrical prosody of which 1,;,

not master is truly remarkable and very convmcmg of the genumeness ot
the whole thing "

Dilip Kumar Roy, S1sr Kumar Ghosh and Dr Indra Sen have bone
fullest and undemable testimony to the fact that Indira is the worthy agent
of Ma Bau through whom new songs she has condescended to give to the
world. Dlip Kumar Roy has rendered these songs into Bengali and Eng
lish verses. The devotees of Lord Krishna and the relgous-minded peo
ple of India should be grateful to hum for allowmg them to share the JOY
and peace vouchsafed to them through these elevatmg, soul-mspirmg and
altogether magmficent songs as well as for the cullings from Indira Dev's
diary in which profound truths of the spintual life are revealed by Mira
Bai with a rare directness and vividness of anecdote and parable and
homily. M. HAFIZ SYED
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RETURN TO CHESTERTON

By MAISIE WARD

(Sheed and Ward, London, 21s.)

G K. Chesterton was a delightful writer But he had a personality
that was even more delightful. He radiated such affect10n and cheer, such
rollicking fun and such good feelmg that to be m hs company was a bless
ing that all who knew him desired to enjoy. Miss Maisie Ward had brought
out a great deal of this, and Chesterton's own autobiography is a classic
because it reflects the man. But even more than m set writings, whether
biographies or autobiographies, it is m the stray stories, wisecracks, anec
dotes and intimate little recollect10ns that the essential personality of a man
comes agamn to hfe. If Boswell's Lafe of Johnson 1s such a success 1t 1s be
cause it contams so much that many mght have dismissed as lacking m the
"Hugh serous" Mansie Ward, hke many bographers who have followed
BoswPll, had mtroduced a great many such revealing things into her ex
cellent book But since then she has come across many letters, stories and
recollect10ns of various people who knew Chesterton and had moved with
him on varying terms of mntmacy, and these were such good material and so
large in volume that she has made a new book out of them. All who are
interested in GK C. and all who wish to share again his wit, wisdom and
goodness of heart will be extremely grateful for having got this new book.

Chesterton's relish of life and his lookmg at every aspect and experi
ence of life and character with a cheerful, humorous and delighted dispos1
ton is well known

What was the secret of this cheerful disposition and outlook? There
was nature, of course. But even more than that was the happy home life
he always had. What a contrast between the home experiences of the
voung Bernard Shaw wth hs drunken father and his too mdependent
mother and those of the young Gilbert Chesterton I And what harmony,
affect1on and steady loyalty between Chesterton and his wfe! It 1s as de
lightful as a magnificent realistic romance to read the story of his love and
marriage. Further details are found m ths book of the mtensity of his love,
his extreme bashfulness, the long wait before the marriage for lack of funds,
and the devoted attachment after marriage There is a poem which shows
the humility of the ardent lover One stanza runs -

Lord, I have been a waster of the sun,
A sleeper on the highways of the world,
A garner of thastles and of weeds,
A hewer of waste wood that no man bys,
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A lover of thangs violent, thangs perverse,
Grotesque and grinnng and inscrutable
A savage and a down-cmd there she stands
Straight as the lvng lly of the Lord.
O thy world-wsdom speak--am I the man?

If he did not know he was the man, Frances knew it and they married
What was the great attraction she had for him may be seen from a passage
in one of his letters He says, "I know that there was a Cleopatra of Egypt
who m your temporary absence attracted the male sex to a large extent
But these people do not possess beauty mn your sense: what they had was
animal regularity There 1s one kmd of beauty which begins mside and
works outside first it makes sprmg m the heart and then the whole blos
soms like a tree, on every twig and spray The soul 1s hke a flame and 1t
makes the whole body transparent Any actress with a pot of rouge and a
stick of grease-pamt could make herself like Helen of Troy But no one
COULD look like you without havg a benediction m her heart: some
thmg more than a stick of grease-paint is reqmred to 'make up' your face
-laughter loud wIth sympathy and tears honourable with silence." There
it is, and that bemg so a very happy marred lfe followed

Chesterton's cheer and happmess was due not only to his sense of
humour but also to his great fair-rnmdedness He had many debates and
quarrels in hs time But he always knew how to dustmguush between men
and their opinions. He attacked the opmrnns but he was on good terms
with the men. Many were the public debates he had with Bernard Shaw,
H. G. Wells and others, and yet he respected them and they respected him.
Wells said, "Chesterton and I are antagonists with an undying feud, but m
the fight agamst human selfishness and narrowness and for a finer juster
law we are brothers-at the remotest half-brothers " Of Wells Chesterton
5aid he was "the fairest man in England."

In the account of Chesterton as a literary man perhaps the most mnte
restmg chapter m th1s book may be the one called A SAGA OF SECRE
TARIES. For m it we see Chesterton at work, his method or lack of me
thod, his human relationship wth hus various secretaries, and how mn spite
of all his literary ability m certam respects he was no better than a grown
up child. In a man like G.K.C. it is to be expected that he would be be
hind the date with his contributions He would postpone till the last mo
ment and that too bemg gone, "the post had been missed, the article must
go by the tram, Frances must telephone to London to have the tram met,
the secretary must bicycle in hot haste to the statrnn and tip the guard to
take the article 'Even the dog was affected', says one secretary, speakmg
of the general state of agtat1on."

G.K C was not merely a literary man, He was mterested mn human
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well-being, and consequently he devoted a great deal of attention to the un
provement of the econome condition of the world at large. At the same
time he was anxious that the best m the exishng social order should not be
swept asde It was the result of thus position that made hmm a 'dustr1
butst", and to further his views he ran G.K's Weekly. The story of that
Weekly run for an 1deal 1s told here with many little known facts about its
starting and work. Maisie Ward says about 1t, "G K.'s Weekly foretold
the economic cns1s that today has come. It foretold the perils of a dymg
agriculture, it kept ahve that free press in which alone men and institutions
can be openly criticised. But 1t could not put mto the people a spirit to
take up the beds on which they lay paralysed and to walk mto a freer
world." That is a neat summing up of what the Weekly did and what 1t
could not do; and 1t shows what mterest we are to attach to the details con
nected with that remarkable adventure in Journalistic idealism

As one reads this additional book on Chesterton from the pen of his
b10grapher one gets mto closer touch with that great and good man Every
aspect of his character and many details of his activities stand out more
clearly, and thus while the b10graphy was full enough the present book
makes G K.C. become more mtimate to the reader; and as hus 1s such a
charming personalty the readmng of the book is mn more than the ordinary
sense a most delightful experience.

l'~" ,rw~v-.,~~ "Mother India" 1s usually puhli~-~~-~-~·i

and posted on the 21st of every month ~
r /r ¢ pr/terry t r /ere
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THE AGE OF THE SPIRIT
Sisirkumar Mitra

If man 1s a progressive bemng, hs hstory must have mn 1t a principle of
orgamc growth which evolves with whatever progress man makes mn his
earthly adventure. All the facts, events and movements that are woven
by history mto the story of man's development through the ages are so many
steps of hs onward march, mlestones, as 1t were, m hus glorious pilgrimage.
The various forms of culture produced by a race or people thus come mnto
the pageant of history not as so many 1~olated factors pieced together but
as harmomous express10ns of the soul of the race, the outer artculatons of
its mner impulse, all tendmg towards the fulfilment of Nature's mtent10n
the advancement of the race as a whole.

History therefore 1s a contmuous process through which the faculties
of man flower mto greater and grander poss1b1hties. And this process
has its stages at each of which man takes to those activities that give him
the vaned experiences he needs for his growth towards the ultimate goal
of hs collectve existence

These act1vtes and experiences wh1le sustamnmg hus hfe, mmd, heart
and soul, promote their expans10n and development for larger and wider
fulfilments of the future Each such stage, however, 1s generally found to
have one particular 1dea that governs most of 1ts act1vties through wh1ch
a particular part of man's bemg s helped mto 1ts fruit1on And as m this
way man progresses, he gathers strength by which to reach the goal of his
adventure, the vs1on of which came to him almost at the very outset of his
journey, as if by some pre-arranged d1vme d1spensat10n

But the historic development of mankmd 1s too complex a phenomenon
to allow of any clear drvson into separate periods whch may be presented
agamst a common background. That history 1s fundamentally the workmg
out of a 'predetermmed Plan' or a 'creative Idea' s even more difficult to
discover in what external epochs appear to the student of human aftairs.
But a deeper view of thmgs vouchsafed to the seers reads m history a hid
den purpose for whose accomplishment evolut10nary Nature 1s ever at work
leadmg man from age to age that he may nse to the summit of his earthly
possibilities md1v1dually as well as collectively. History reflects this mte
gral vis10n when 1t studies all the efforts and achievements of man as a man1
fold organic progression, and the vs1on finds 1ts wder meaning m h1story
when it depicts the story of how man as a race moves forward in his che
quered march to that goal.

Unless otherwise mentioned, the quotations m this article are from Sr1 Aurobmndo's
writings to be mentioned at the end of the article The hymns of the Veda and the
meanings of the Sanskrit term.s used mn the chapter are all his renderings
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A perfect order of collective life-and no perfect order of lfe can be
anythmg but a life lived m the Spirit-is the secret mm mnherent m the evo
lution of humanity. Perfection of the mdrv1dual translates itself mn the
commg mto bemg of a perfect commumty. The core of all human progress
is ;:in inner preparat10n of the whole bemg of man for the great end of his
social existence The Seer sees m this progress several broad stages
through which man passes m order to be fully developed in every part and
plane of hs bemg with a vew to become ready for the hghest point of h1s
evolut10n on earth. The story of man 1s therefore the story of his upward
endeavours by whch he prepares hmself for has divine destiny.

The first of these stages is the symbolic stage when came to the vs1on
of man truths of the highest kmd, truths about God, man and umverse,
which no mmd could conceive, comprehend or express It was the golden
gates of man's mtmhve faculty that swung open for the descendmg splen
dours of heaven to burst through, and illumine his consc10usness In order
that these truth-vs1ons might not be distorted, misused or otherwise pro
faned, the Seers preserved them mv10late m 5ymbolic figures, the key to
which could be seized and turned only by adepts and mt1ates.

In I1:dia the age of Symbols began when the earliest and the most lum1
nous of the spiritual dawns radiated its golden rays on the mntuutve hor1zon
of the Vedic Seers who saw mn them the mfimte glories of the Supreme and
His supernal Light which was to come down upon earth and new-create
man mto a drvmne perfect1on, or rather, manufest the drvmuty already m hum,
because that is his ultimate destmy for the attamment of which Nature m
hym has been mn ceaseless travail It is to these early Fathers of Knowledge
that the race is mdebted for the profoundest truth-vis10ns that have ever
come to any mortal m known hstory And mtu1ton was the particular
faculty of human consciousness that received 1ts fruat1on m thus per1od
This 1s the first touch of the Spm1t on the mind of Inda by whch she began
mn that g eat dawn to open to the Light and develop the mtmtive bent of her
mmd, her mborn spirituality.

If Indian history 1s to dschange 1ts hughest function 1t must show how
that ancient vs1on of man's perfection has ever been the mohvatmg force
behmd whatever Indians have done from early times to build up their cul
ture and civilisation and how by these efforts they have grown m their
readiness for the realsat1on of that vision m the life of the race

Strangely enough, millions m India have for ages been uttering the
mystic Word of the Veda, the Sacred Book of Knowledge, as the very name
implies, without understandmg its deeper significance, not to speak of the
bearmg it has on their own future as well as on the future of the human
race as a whole.
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The Vedic Paradox

Sanskrit literature, both sacred and secular, has down the ages used a
very sigruficant term for the Veda-Shrut meaning 'Revealed Scripture'.
It 1s from this word that has sprung the tradit10nal behef m the Veda as
the only authentic source of all that is of value m Indian culture, the source
of 1ts religious, phlosoph1cal and spiritual ideas, of 1ts aesthete, social and
political thought, of even deep scientific and mathematical concepts. The
Brahmanas-a later Vedic literature-are the first to use this term. The
Upamshads contrnued it. The Puranas, the Tantras and the later classical
works used no other words rn speakrng of it than this most profound and
expressive one.

Yet there have always existed, ahnost from the time of the Veda itself,
a class of commentators to whom the Veda was only a book of myths and
rituals This however does not discount the truth-value of the Veda but
betrays the natural tendency of the spiritually undeveloped mind which,
sadly m ignorance, clings to secular values more than any other and cannot
look beneath the surface meaning of thmgs It is the seemg of ths kind
which is largely responsible for the Veda bemg known to India as nothing
but a text contaming hymns for the worship of Nature-Gods, and to the
world as 'an obscure, confused and barbarous hymnal'; and all the more so
because man today has lost his ongmal mner capacity which was m constant
touch with 1ts mtuutive plane, and because his mmd, marnly governed by
reason, accepts as facts of hfe only the things that are cogn1sable by hs
senses and 1ejects or discounts what 1s beyond then grasp.

In India, as elsewhere, man's rehg10us sense showed its first dawn m
a worship of the forces and powers of the physical world, and these early
phases contrnued to remam confinPd to those forms owrng perhaps to his
natural instinct of conservaton born of long assoc1at1on or to the mcapacity
of the masses to go further But ths was a stage, a crude beginnmg of
man's carreer on earth, when he had not yet fully developed his human
facultes With the growth of hus mtuutave faculty--and ths had been long
before hs mmnd developed sufficent sharpness for the mtr1cac1es of its
movement-man began to open more and more to the higher and psycho
logical actions and mfluences of these powers, their deeper and esoteric
meanmngs, and to the percept1on of how they responded to the prayer of
man's soul whose helper they really are when it seeks to liberate itself from
the powers of darkness and evl mto the light and freedom of the Spirit.

This idea developed m India mto a system of mystic symbology m that
the forces of Nature and many other thmgs of daily life were used by the
Vedic seers as symbols of their mystic experiences But it is only £or the
initiates that a teaching of this kind could be meant. The laity did not,
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because they could not, ordinar1ly surpass the rtualstie stage which might
have been a httle more advanced than the purely propitiatory ceremomals
of the earher begmmngs of the Vedic cult whose origms are shrouded m a
msty past.

The ntuahstic stage had its exponents too, even durmg the time of the
Rigveda 1tself, a per1od of tense spmrtual actrvty m human history ex
tendmg over the even more bnlhant centuries of the Upamshads whtn the
mmd, heart and soul of India were stirred to their mmost depths by the
force of a passionate quest for the Infinite, whch led to a wider dissemina
t1on of the Vedic truths among those who smcerely sought them. But the
tendency of the generality of people was, as always naturally, towards the
external forms of relgon The Vedas were therefore followed by the
Brahmanas which upheld the ntuahstic school, satisfying the religious
needs of the masses The zeal for spiritual knowledge which characterised
the previous per1od receded again to smaller circles of 1llummned souls whch
kept burning with them the fire of the ancient vs1on, str1vmg all the time
to reaffirm it to the higher mmd of the race, so that it might remam pre
served m its memory and help m the growth of sp1ntuahty which wa~ again
to mnspre and motivate all the movements of Indian life and culture m later
ages

There is then the other way mn whch the Vedic idea continued m the
rehg10us consc10usness of India It was through the mystical potency of
the Word of the Veda, o± the rnantras-mspired hymns-of which the
Gayatr-the mornmg and evening praye-has ever been the most popular,
whose chantmg has enshrmed m the hearts and mmds of the people the
s;-mctity and supremacy of the Veda governmg their hfe from start to fimsh
And as m the past it dommated all aspects of their life, m particular the
relgous, so does 1t even m the present though there 1s the inevitable qual1
tatve difference

When, however, the mystics became more mystical, more mdra,,n,
therefore more maccess1ble, and the laity more mclmed to externalsm, the
rtualsts took the field and usurped the function of Vedic scholarship with
the result that the ancient lore found itself cut m two, the first part as of
\;\Torks, compnsmg the Vedas, and the second as of Knowledge, embodied
m the Upamshads This approach was strongly criticised m the Upamshads
and the G1ta,-an evidence of the spiritual tendency of the per1ods of these
lwo authorities of Indian thought. Even most of the ritualistic commen
tators never forgot to acknowledge that the Veda did allow of a spiritual
mnterpretaton, though that for them was not its sole meanmg.

The most notable wnter on the Veda m ancient times was Yaska, who,
accordmg to tradition, hved about 100 BC. and compiled the first Vedic
grammar on more or less scientific lines, using etymology as one of his bases.
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He speaks of several schools of Vedic exegesis, ritualistic, mythological,
grammatical, logical and spiritual. He himself knew the Veda as embody
mg three kmds of knowledge, a sacrificial knowledge, a knowledge of the
gods, and a spritual knowledge 'The hymns, he says, admit of thus triple
meanmg. Yaska's declaration that 'the Rish1s saw the truth, the true law
of thmgs, directly by an mner v1s10n' shows on the one hand that the eso
teric srgmficance of the Vedic symbolism was not completely lost at that
time, whereas, on the other, the confess1on of Yaska that he did not know
even m hrs time the meamng of more than four hundred words of the Rks,
hymns, mdicates that the mner sense of the Ved1c truths had already be
gun to fade m the consc10usness of the late generat10ns of the ancients.
What remamed and grew m mfluence was the exoteric mterpretat10n of the
Rks, whch emphasised the sacrifices and all that they meant to the lay
people

Centuries had elapsed after Yaska when arose the Mmmansakas who
compled the sacrificial rules and pomted out how important they were for
the proper performance of the Vedic rites. In the fourteenth century there
appeared m the field of Ved1c scholarship the great figure Sayanacharya
whose commentary on trad1t10nal lmes is now regarded as the only autho
rty on the Veda, Sayana's work, which he completed m collaborat10n
w1th other scholars of hs time, 1s so much dominated by hs exclusve ac
ceptance of the ritualistic formula that it renders more obscure the sugges
tiveness of even the external sense of the ancient Scripture, not to speak of
ts mner and real sigmficance "It also renders the ancient reverence for
the Veda, 1ts sacred author1ty, 1ts drvme reputation 1comprehensible to the
reason or only explicable as a blmd and unquest10nmg tradit10n of faith
starting from an o1gmnal erron "

Sayana does not seem to be so mdifferent to. the historic and mytholog
cal elements m the Shut as to 1ts spiritual, phlosophc or psychological
mterpretat10ns He accepts the mner meanmg of a number of Vedic terms
hut he does not always follow it up Once, followmg this line he m0nt10ns
Vrtra as the Coverer who holds back from man the obiects of his desire and
hs asp1ratons, but when he interprets the word he calls hum simply the
enemy of man or the physical cloud-demon who holds back the waters and
has therefore to be pierced by the Ram-giver This is only an external
SPnse on which as also on the ritualistic concept10n Sayana builds his whole
exegesis which has too an element m 1t ofnaturalstc interpretation m that
1t 1dent1fies the Veduc gods wth person1ficatons of Nature-Powers, such as
the Sun, Moon, Heaven, Earth, Wmd, Ram and Storm European scholar
ship has taken its cue from this approach and has mn its own way developed
a theory of naturalistic mterpretation which also has sadly influenced and
misdirected the mmd of modern India. The result is that the Veda 1s gene
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rally referred to as a book of hymns and sacnfices to the godheads of
Nature, and mn Inda with thus vew 1s associated the behef of the Hmndus
that the Veda 1s a revealed scripture Ths belief, however, 1s something
more than an mstance of how a corn,ervative people clmgs to an old trad1
ton. Implanted mn 1ts memory right at the begmnmg of its history, the
tradit10n is preserved by the race which perhaps has never fully known
what it really means. Nevertheless, the deep-rooted belef m the reve
latory character of the Veda has servecl a purpose of Nature who has been
patiently preparmg the mmd and soul of man for an understandmg of the
essential truth of the Veda when it is re-vis10ned and re-presented m it!>
cwn true light by the Master-Seer of the race And does not this truth
show also the path by which man can grow mto hs divine destiny? The
fact, however, is there that for thousands of years India has remamed 1gnor
ant of the real teachmgs of the Veda, although they were mdirectly m
fluencmng the race through the Upam1shads, the Gita, the Puranas and the
Tantras, all of whch are more or less elaborations of the Vedic 1deas m
more mtellectual and understandable terms. But this does not solve the
problem Whatever of the Veda is known to Indians today or to the world,
is always from the commentary of Sayana, whittled down by European
sC'hokrship from a yet more materialistic standpomt In works on Indian
history startmg from this standpomt, casual references to the hugh spr1
tualty shown by Indians through the ages are explamed by the uplftmng
tone of the spiritual fervour of the Upanishads, the Veda bemng mentioned
only as a 'Book' m which godheads of Nature are propitiated for whatever
they could do for the material well-bemg of man

Why should the Knowledge of the Veda remam hidden from man for
such a long stretch of time? Why is it that he should be deprived of such
sublime world-moving truths? Ths brmgs us to the problem of man's
readiness for them which he acquires through progressive stages of
consc10us activity m the long history of his development whose psychology
has been outlrned in the begmnnmg The Vedic truths are not for
the ordmary seeker to discover, far less to understand and realise. And
the time must also come in the cycle of man's progress when only the secret
of a newer and drvmer perfect1on, as envisaged m the Veda, can be
revealed to him And, above all, the Seer must come to whom will open
the golden door of that Home of Light m ·which dwell the immortals
'>hmmg m the elernal radiance of the Supreme.

The Veda is verily a Revealed Scripture of myi,tic symbols concealing
withm them the highest truths of man's ascension to the lummous heavens
of the Spm1t. But who 1s to vindicate thus in thus age of Iron? In one of
the hymns of the Rgveda the Seer describes himself as one llumned,
expressing through his thought and speech words of guidance, 'secret words',
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'seer-wisdoms that utter their meamng to the seer' Another Rish
speaks of the Rks of the Veda as ex1stmg m 'a supreme ether imperishable
and immutable mn whuch all the gods are seated', and he adds, 'one who
knows not 'That what shall he do with the Rik?' That 1s why the Vedic
Rish1s-the msprred Mystics-reserved the secret knowledge of the R1ks
for the In1tates sheldmng 1t from profanation, misuse or msmnterpretaton
They veiled the Knowledge m concrete and material figures and symbols
and passed 1t only to the accepted seekers who had made themselves
ready for 1t by gomg through systemate discipline and trammg. Thus
arose the system of Vedic symbology with a double sigmficance 'These
symbols centred around the idea and forms of the sacrifice, for sacrifice
was the universal and central msttuton of the prevailing cult. The hymns
were written round this mstitut10n and were understood by the vulgar
as ritual chants m praise of Nature-gods. Indra, gn, Surya Sav1tr1,
Varuna, Mitra, and Bhaga, the Aswms, Ribhus, Maruts, Rudra, Vishnu,
Saraswat, wth the object of provokmng by the sacrifice the gfts of the
gods,cows, horses, gold and other forms of wealth of a pastoral people,
victory over enem1es, satety mn travel, sons, servants, prosper1ty, every
kmd of mater1al good fortune But behind thus mask of prmmutrve and
materialistic naturalism, lay another and esoteric cult which would reveal
1tself 1f we once penetrated the meanmg of the Vedic symbols'

The Rish1s knew that the Word of the Veda came from the topmost
height of speech from where, hdden m secrecy, it passed mto the truth
seers and could be found only by followmg the track of their &peech
through an inner seemng and hearmgthe Rush1s are also called 'hearers'
-which the seeker of the secret knowledge, unless he was a born one,
had to develop by meditat10n and tapasya, as Yaska reiterates. Say&
Sri Aurobmdo· 'To enter into the very heart of the mystic doctrine, we
must ourselves have trod the ancient paths and renewed the lost
disciplme,. the forgotten experience ' The Seer must therefore come who
would follow the path of the ancient Illummates, rediscover the mystic
lore mn its original inner sense and reveal it to man at that great hour
of the world when Nature will be ready to take her next evolutionary
saltus and evolve out of the present mental man a higher supramental
being.

The Truths Re-visioned

Sr1 Aurobmndo started hs Vedic studes under circumstances which
were, as his whole life was, peculiar to himself. Whle deep m hs yog1c
contemplations he was regularly havmg certam spintual experiences
through which there used to arise m his mmd a number of symbolic names
which, on reading the Veda later, he could easily identify with its gods.
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Ths 1s how he found the clue to the figures and symbols of the Veda As
an mstance, he cites Sarama who, according to Sayana, 1s just a heavenly
hound, but who was seen by Sri Aurobmdo as the Vedic hound of heaven
representmg an image of the physical Dawn entering mn 1ts pursuit of the
vanished herds of Light into the cave of the powers of Darkness. With
the physical Light taken as a subJective phenomenon, the hound of heaven
is the mtmt10n entering mto the dark caverns of the subconsc10us mind
'to prepare the delivery and out-flashmg of the bright 1llummnatons of know
ledge which have there been imprisoned' Thus the Vedic terms. part1
cularly the names, came to him as identities of symbols, and a new world
of Laght came into the possess1on of the Seer whose revelatory discover1es
and whose phraseology are freely drawn upon here as the very basis of and
clue to a new approach to the story of India for which the profound Scrip
ture, the Rigveda, now proves to be the most important document, 1mport
ant as well for the history of human thought and of the sp1ntual evolutioP
of the human race. It is possible wthm our scope to give even an 1dea
of the vast literature comprsmng hs esoteric expos1ton of the Veda whch
the Master has gven to mankind for 1ts spiritual 1llummnat1on. A very
bare outlme touchmg on the fundamentals of Vedic thought as reconstruct
ed by him 1s attempted here so that the motrvatmng force-for that 1s the
central meaning of the Vede vson ot man's future-behind all the en
deavours of India throughout her history, may be understood

As Sr1 Aurobmndo pursued hs Vedic study from hus own standpomt.
the Veda appeared to him to be 'a constant vem of richest go]d of thought
and spiritual experience runnng all through 1t' The whole wealth of its
mner meanmg came to hum as his natural inheritance. Sri Aurobindo
found that often the exoterc sense is itself a part of the esoteric. Go, for
instance, means both cow and light, the latter bemg its psychologic~l sense;
dha also is var1ously rendered as thought, prayer, act10n, J:ood, etc., thought
being 1ts psychological sense There are images whose esoteric mmpl1ca
tions are quite clear For mstance, when in certam passages it 1s said that
a son is born, what 1s mmpled 1s the image of some mner birth, 'the sonhood
of the birth of knowledge, the mspired hearing of the truth', as suggested
in the hymns to the Dawn Similarly, natural phenomena used as figures
for mner facts and other exteinal thmgs generally connected wIth sacr1
fices, are meant to symbolise forces and phases of the inner world Ghrta
means clarified butter, but also lummous thought, Sarna means the wme
of the moon-plant, but also delght, madlu is honey and also sweetness.
'Horse' 1s the symbol of strength and power as the twn of 'cow', the light
In the vason of the Mystics who represented the mtmhve and symbolic
mentality of the age 'the physical melted 1ts shades into the lustres of the
psychic, the psychic deepened mto the light of the spiritual and there was
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no sharp dividmg line m the transition, but a natural blendmg and inter
shading of their suggestons and colours' The invocation 'Play, O Ray, and
manifest in us' is at once a suggest10n of the leaping up and radiant play
of the potent sacrificial flame on the physical altar and of a smmlar psych1cal
phenomenon, the mamfestation of the saving flame of a divine pmver and
lght within us.

The Vedic Seers took the life of man as the field of their quest. And
since theirs was a whole vew, they knew that thus life belongs not only to
earth but also to heaven. Thus were they able to make the right approach
to the problem, the problem of discovermg the harmony between the two
poles of existence which m the mtegral vision of the Seers were funda
mentally one. The seekmg after and the realisation of God should cer
tamnly be the chief concern ot the spiritual aspirant. But unless and until
the fruits of these endeavours are equated with what hs life means for
man, the problem of lfe remams unsolved. That is why mn those early
days of the magnificent youth of the nation, when 'a subtle intuitive vision
and fathomless spiritual msight was at work', the mspired Mystics voyaging
into the vasts of God discovered how He embraces both the hemispheres
of existence, heaven and earth, and promotes between them a constant com
merce of their forces, heaven seekmg to descend on earth, and earth aspiring
to ascend to heaven, so that the marriage might take place of these two
powers for the growth on earth of a larger lfe of harmony m the Spirit.

In the depth and intensity of their vision the Seers saw in mm the
mighty summit of earth and in the gods powers of the Infinite Conscious
ness, both bound by the unseen light of a heavenly Glory whose sole aim
is to manifest on earth and evolve out of man a new being, its own immortal
embodiment. Man indeed 1s of heaven even as gods are of the earth. 'Thus
dud the lfe of man unvel 1ts secret significance to these Mystics who dis
covered in it 'a thug of mixed truth and falsehood, a movement from mor •
tality to immortality, from mixed light and darkness to the splendour of
a divine Truth whose home is above in the Infinite but which can be built
up here in man's soul and hfe.' To be able to aclueve this supreme end
of his lfe man must cleave through the barriers he has himself erected in
and around hmm by hs subject1on to the dark forces, particularly of death
and falsehood. He must rise beyond death to immortality, turn from
falsehood to the truth, battle with and conquer the powers of Darkness.
And this he can do only by constant commumon with the divine powers
and with their and, by a buldmg of the godheads within hmm, a formation
of the universality of the divme nature. Indeed, the gods who are children
of Infinity, were born m the Truth and the Truth was their home but they
descended into the lower planes and had m each plane their appropriate
functions, their mental, vital and physical cosmic motions, and all these so
that they could mcrease the Truth m man by the Truth and lead him to
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felcaty and immortalty
Immortalty then 1s what hs lfe on earth Is meant for, but man attains

it only when he is able to break beyond the limitations not only of the
physical, but also of his mental and psychical bemg mto the highest native
plane of the Truth where exist in all their heavenly plenitude the glories of
mmmortality and infinity. Thus came to man the vs1on of the highest aim of
hs lfe almost when he started on his earthly adventure. The Vechc Rishi
therefore voices in those early days the mmost aspiration of man's soul
when he says:

'That which is immortal m mortals and possessed of the truth, is a
god and established inwardly as an energy working out in our drvine
powers .. Become high-uplifted, 0 Strength, pierce all veils, manifest
in us the thmgs of the Godhead.'
Truth, Lght and Immortalty were to the Seers the hughest treasures

that heaven could offer to man and 1t is the attainment of these that they
emphasised as the consummat10n of man's endeavour on earth. There is
a Truth deeper and higher than the truth of outward existence, a Light
greater and higher than the light of human understanding, which comes
by revelation and mspiration, an immortality towards which the soul of man
has to rise. It is for man to find his way to that, to get into touch with
this Truth and immortality, to be born into the Truth, to grow in it, to as
cend mn spirit into the world of Truth and live in it for ever To do this
is to unite with the Godhead and to pass from mortality to unmortahty
This higher world of Truth was known to the Vedic Mystics as having be
low it the world of mfer1or truth, whch is denved from the higher but m1x
ed with falsehood and error, yet nonetheless a field for the growth of the
human warrior who must be ever struggling to overcome the forces of Evil
that the luminous home of the D1vme Truth can be built up on earth, the
home of the Truth, the Right, the Vast, satyam, rtam, brhat, where all 1s
Truth-conscious, ritachit, all is in eternal harmony There are many
worlds in between up to the triple heavens and their lights but thu, is the
world of the highest light-the world of the Sun of Truth, the Great
Heaven, the path to which-called the path of the gods-it is for man to dis
cover by an mner striving But when he awakes from his sleep-the
ignorance-of a desire-driven existence and begins to open to the light of
hs soul and makes the endeavour to lve always in that lght, he finds hmm
self confronted by the powers of Darkness which had their sway over him
so long and which are spoken of in the Veda under various names as Vritra
(coverers of the hght), Vala (withholders of the lght) and Panis (traffickers
m sense-mmd), the Dasyus, the Rakshasas, and their kmgs, the powers of
Falsehood, Division and Darkness, who always assail man but more vehe
mently whenever they find him truly responding to the call of the Spirit.
The deepest meanmg of man's life is a battle between the powers of Light
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and Truth who call man to their heavens, and their opposmg powers, those
of Darkness and Falsehood, who obstruct all possibility of drvne existence
and divine action. All these latter have to be overcome and their domina
ton over man and earth overthrown. In order that the gods may wm a
decisive victory m thus battle and that on earth may be established a perma
nent reign of the DIvmne, man must seek the ad of the gods, the gods who
are the guardians and mcreasers of the Truth and who alone can destroy
tht=> opposition of the adverse foces and clear for man the path to immortal
ity. To the Vedic Seers these gods were lvng realt1es, and the vicissitudes
of the human soul, a cosmic struggle not merely of principles and tendencies
but of the Cosmic Powers which support and embody them. These are
the Gods and the Demons. On the world-stage and m the mdivdual soul
the same poignant drama with the same actors is enacted

The Vedic deities represent some essental puussances of the Divine
Bemg. "They marufest the cosmos and are manifest m it. Children of
Light, sons of the Infinite, they recogrnse m the soul of man their brother
and ally and desire to help and mcrease hun by themselves increasing m
him so as' to possess his world wth then lght, strength and beauty The
Gods call man to a drvmne compamonshp and alliance; they attract and up
lft him to ther lummous fraternity, mvte hs aud and ofter theirs against
the sons of Darkness and D1vs1on. Man m return calls the Gods to his
sacrifice, offers to them hus swiftnesses and strengths, hus clan1tes and hs
sweetnesses,-mlk and butter of the shmmg Cow, dustulled juices of the
Plant of Joy, the Horse of Sacrifice, the cake and the wme, the grain for
the God-Mmd's radiant coursers He receives them mto hs bemg and their
gfts into hus hfe, increases them by the hymn and the wme and forms per
fectly-as a smith forges iron, says the Veda-their great and lummous
godheads.'

The Yoga done by the Ved1c seekers opened them to the way of the
Truth by which they grew m the law of the Truth and became themselves
the possessors of its solar splendours, 'masters of the Truth-Light who make
the Truth grow by the Truth' They saw the higher worlds, and worlds
beyond them, the gods, and gods beyond them, and knew that these are to
descend upon earth and make oi it a new heaven They therefore de
clared:

'A perfect path of the Truth has come mto being for our Journey
to the other shore beyond the darkness.'

'Beholdmg the higher Light beyond the darkness we come to the
drvne Sun in the Godhead, to the highest Light of all.'
Almost similar testaments-evidently echoes of the Veda-are found

m the Upanishads, the profoundest creation of the spiritual mind of a later
Vedic India.

To be cotnued
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